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ABSTRACT 

 

Several Monte Carlo simulations of single-molecule fluorescence systems are developed 

to help evaluate and improve ongoing experiments. In the first simulation, trapping of a 

single molecule in a nanochannel is studied. Molecules move along the nanochannel by 

diffusion and electrokinetic flow. Single-molecule fluorescence signals excited by two 

spatially offset laser beams are detected and the direction of the flow is adjusted to try to 

equalize the signals and center the molecule between the beams. An algorithm is 

evaluated for trapping individual molecules in succession by rapidly reloading the trap 

after a molecule photobleaches or escapes. This is shown to be effective for trapping fast-

diffusing single-chromophore molecules in succession within a micron-sized confocal 

region while accommodating the limited electrokinetic speed and the finite latency of 

feedback imposed by experimental hardware. In the second simulation, trapping of a 

molecule in a two-dimensional fluidic device consisting of sub-micron-separated glass 

plates is studied. Two different illumination schemes for sensing the molecule's position 

are compared: (i) a single continuous laser spot circularly scanned at 40 KHz or 240 KHz 

in the plane of the device; and (ii) four pulsed laser spots arranged in a square and 

temporally alternated at 304 MHz In either case, the times of detected photons are used 

by algorithms to control the electrokinetic flow in two dimensions to compensate 

diffusion and achieve single-molecule trapping. However each scheme is found to have 

limitations, as circular scanning produces a modulation in the fluorescence signal and in 
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the autocorrelation function, whereas the four-pulse scheme becomes ineffective if the 

fluorescence lifetime of the molecule is greater than the time between laser pulses, The 

third simulation investigates appropriate conditions for detection of single molecules 

flowing through an array of fluidic channels for an application to high-throughput 

screening for pharmaceutical drug discovery. For parallelized single-molecule detection, 

illumination is provided by a continuous laser focused to a line intersecting all channels 

and fluorescence is imaged to a single row of pixels of an electron-multiplying CCD with 

sufficient gain for single-photon detection. The simulation separately models each 

channel to determine laser, flow, and camera operating conditions suitable for efficient 

detection. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Computer Simulations of Single-Molecule Experiments 

 

Monte Carlo simulation of single-molecule detection in solution was first reported 

simultaneously with experimental results (1), and was used to give proof of concept and 

explore the parameter space of ongoing experiments, as it is in this dissertation. Other 

early work studied detection efficiency for single molecules in solution (2).  Single-

molecule simulations have also been used to study DNA tagged with multiple 

chromophores (3) and to study the noise in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (4).  

 

Simulation remains an important component in a wide array of recent work in single-

molecule fluorescence science.  Simulation has been used to explore photodynamics of 

specific emitters in different environments (5) and has been used alongside fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy to study protein folding (6).  It has also 

been used to develop new FRET techniques that can extract more information from 

experiments (7).  

 

The simulations in this dissertation are based on algorithms designed for generating the 

times of arrival of detected photons by use of variable time intervals for the 

photophysical processes.  These algorithms are featured in work studying fluorescence 

correlation spectroscopy (8) including triplet crossing and saturation (9).  Enderlein‟s 
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initial proposal of tracking molecules with a scanning laser spot was tested with 

simulation (10), and Moerner‟s group recently developed a simulation for testing a new 

scanning pattern for use with the Anti-Brownian ELectrokinetic (ABEL) trap, an 

implementation and expansion of Enderlein‟s proposal discussed in the next section (11). 

 

Several theses and dissertations from the University of Tennessee Space Institute have 

developed simulations to study and help improve a number of different single-molecule 

spectroscopy experiments.  Dennis Bunfield presented a MS thesis on single-molecule 

detection that included a maximum likelihood estimation of fluorescence lifetime for the 

distinction of molecular types (12).  Yuxing Sun presented a PhD dissertation that 

compared the maximum likelihood estimation technique in Bunfield and Davis‟s earlier 

work with a neural networking technique, which could be trained to achieve improved 

single-molecule identification by also accounting for other molecular photophysical 

properties (13).  My own MS thesis presented initial simulations of single-molecule 

trapping in one dimension in a nanochannel (14).  This has been further developed for 

more detailed studies as a part of the first simulation reported in this dissertation.  

 

This dissertation also presents two other simulations that each study separate 

experimental setups.  One compares two different illumination and position sensing 

strategies for single-molecule trapping in two dimensions. Hence Section 1.2 below 

provides introductory information and a literature review on trapping and tracking single 
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molecules.  The last simulation studies single-molecule detection in a flowing solution in 

a nanochannel with detection by use of an electron multiplying charge-coupled device 

(EM-CCD) camera.  A single continuous laser can be focused onto a line across many 

channels, and the fluorescence response can be imaged onto a EM-CCD camera for 

parallelized single-molecule detection.  The simulation models a single fluidic channel to 

determine appropriate laser, flow and camera parameters. More on single-molecule 

detection and on the camera is discussed in Section 1.3. 

 

1.2 Single-Molecule Tracking and Trapping 

 

Tracking and trapping single molecules that freely diffuse in solution has become an 

important and developing need in nanoscience and biotechnology (15).  Confocal 

fluorescence microscopy allows the detection of a single molecule, but except in highly 

viscous solutions, the molecule will swiftly diffuse out of a focal region.  To prolong the 

observation time, the molecule may be attached to a surface or to an anchor such as a 

polystyrene nanobead, but this may change the internal dynamics and interactions of the 

molecule.  It is therefore desirable to observe and manipulate molecules that are free in 

solution. 

 

There are established techniques for trapping in one (16) and two (17) dimensions, and 

techniques for tracking in two (10, 18-20) and three (21-23) dimensions.  Tracking is the 
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adjustment of optics and/or the sample stage to keep a fluorescent molecule in focus and 

centered in the field of view; trapping is the movement of the molecule and/or the 

surrounding solution by electrokinetics, magnetokinetics, or optical manipulation back 

into a constant region of observation as the molecule is displaced by diffusion. 

 

One dimension 

 

Our group has performed experiments demonstrating trapping in a nanochannel, where 

the molecule‟s motion is limited effectively to one dimension (16).  Earlier work on the 

detection of fluorescent molecules in nanochannels was reported in 1997 (24). Lab-on-a-

chip devices can be routinely fabricated with multiple nanochannels (25).  For 

illumination of the nanochannel trap, a single pulsed laser beam was passed through a 

beam splitter and traveled along two separate paths (16).  One path was longer than the 

other such that laser pulses would arrive alternately at two overlapping spots along the 

nanochannel as seen in Figure 1.  A 3-D mockup of the trap in action is presented in 

Attachment 1.  In the experiment, time-gated photon detection with a single-photon 

avalanche diode (SPAD) detector was used to map detected photons to the laser pulse 

most probably responsible for excitation.  Two electrodes provided electrokinetic 

position control by inducing flow to the left if the right spot were responsible for more 

excitations and vice  
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Figure 1. Diagram of the 1-D trapping setup.  A single laser source provides pulses that 

are split at the first beamsplitter and sent down separate paths to recombine at the second 

beamsplitter, such that the pulses arrive 6.6 ns apart at the left and right spot locations 

respectively.  At the bottom of the figure, a molecule moves through the nanochannel, 

where it experiences laser irradiation, possibly emits fluorescence, and then has its 

position modulated between the laser spots by electrokinetic flow. 
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versa.  Here, trapping was strongly displayed. However, the molecules would eventually 

stick to the walls of the nanochannel and become immobilized so that a fresh device 

would be needed for each new experiment.  

 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation discusses the underlying physical processes and the 

algorithms for computer simulations of trapping in one dimension. Detailed results from 

the 1-D trapping simulations and comparison with experimental results are presented in 

two papers, which are included in Appendices 1 and 2.  

 

Two and three dimensions 

 

In 2000, Enderlein put forth a technique for compensating the Brownian diffusion of a 

molecule in two dimensions by first sensing its position by use of a circularly scanning 

laser spot (10).  He proposed a system using feedback with a confocal microscope such 

that detected photons from the molecule are used to control a translation stage, which 

attempts to keep the molecule at the center of the detection region.  The fluorescence is 

detected as an analog signal, which is modulated at the frequency of rotation of the laser 

spot. The phase of modulation gives the angular location of the molecule, while the 

amplitude of modulation gives the radial displacement of the molecule from the center of 

the circle. In one subsequent implementation of this technique by Cohen et al., rather than 
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use of analog lock-in detection, the time of arrival of a single photon is mapped against 

the period of the rotating laser spot to estimate the molecule‟s position (17). As described 

below, the simulation study in this dissertation considers this last form of position 

estimation from the timing of single-photon detections.  

 

Several groups have developed tracking techniques for single molecules in two 

dimensions using the circular scanning technique (10, 18-20), and Cohen and Moerner 

have performed trapping with their Anti-Brownian ELectrokinetric (ABEL) trap (17).  

The trapping of single molecules in solution is a growing field (26).  The ABEL trap used 

four electrodes to provide electrokinetic control of a fluorescent molecule confined 

between two glass plates.  Here, a scanning laser spot provides excitation, similar to 

Enderlein's setup; however, instead of translating the sample with a stage, which is slow 

due to the inertia of the stage, the molecule‟s position was controlled directly via 

electrokinesis induced by the electrodes.  The device used a pair of acousto-optic beam 

deflectors (AOBD) to move the focused laser spot in a circle in the plane of the trap, and 

the performance was limited chiefly by the period of the rotation of the spot and the 

latency of the feedback system.  The shear-wave AOBD chosen for their experiment was 

operated at 40 kHz (27), but Cohen stated that a longitudinal-wave AOBD capable of 

operating at 260 kHz would be preferable. 
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It is worth noting that other illumination schemes have recently been evaluated, such as 

Wang and Moerner's “knight's tour” scan pattern (11) for the ABEL trap, which has 

trapped 10 nm molecules in simulation.  This scanning pattern is a complex series of 

“jumps” in a 2-D region with ~1 μs occupancy time at each spot.  The authors claim that 

this implementation is a necessary improvement over circular scanning in order to trap 

molecules as small as 10 nm inside a 2 µm wide illumination region with photon 

detection rates as low as 14 ms
−1

.  Most recently, Fields and Cohen have demonstrated 

trapping with this illumination scheme of a molecule 800× smaller than previously 

trapped for times greater than 1 s (28).  The advance over previous work was in part due 

to the addition of a Kalman digital filter technique (29), wherein an appropriate weighting 

of the theoretically predicted position probability density and the latest experimental 

photon data are combined for an improved estimate of the molecule‟s position. 

 

Tracking has been performed in 3-D by modulating the scanning laser circle in the axial 

direction to outline a cylinder.  Tracking has been achieved using this technique via one-

photon excitation (18) and two-photon excitation (20). Recently, new illumination and 

imaging techniques featuring custom point spread functions have been used to track 

nanoparticles in 3-D.  These techniques have been used on quantum dots in solution and 

in living cells (30-33). 
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Other types of trapping exist that involve magnetic control (34-37), but these require 

tethering the molecule to a bead, which is not desirable for many studies.  Optical 

trapping, first reported by Ashkin in 1997 (38), is popular for many applications (39), but 

the intensity required to trap scales nonlinearly with the inverse of the particle size (40).  

For single, fluorescently labeled biomolecules, this results in unfeasibly high laser 

powers and rapid photobleaching, which here is the destruction of the molecule by the 

laser.  Photobleaching occurs when the absorption of a photon breaks bonds in the 

molecule such that it may no longer fluoresce. 

 

Another interesting 2-D tracking technique is photothermal tracking, specifically Single 

Nanoparticle Photothermal Tracking (SNaPT) (41).  Laser light is scattered from a gold 

nanoparticle and heats the local environment.  The increase of temperature will change 

the refractive index of the medium and thus enable detection when the region is 

repetitively scanned.  Particles as small as 5 nm have been tracked in living cells with this 

technique.   

 

Another experiment trapped and manipulated single quantum dots for over an hour at a 

time in two dimensions by using electrokinetic manipulation and a CCD camera for 

detection (42).  A broad 532 nm, 250 W/cm
2
 source was used over the entire area of 

interest.  To obtain these results, the quantum dot was suspended in a solution with a 

viscosity 230 times higher than that of water at room temperature.  This setup later 
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achieved application in the affixing of these quantum dots to a surface with 132 nm 

precision (43). 

 

Whereas the above described work demonstrates that single-molecule trapping has uses 

in nanofabrication, most setups for single-molecule trapping are motivated by a desire to 

prolong the observation time of a freely diffusing molecule. In this case, relevant figures 

of merit include the trapping time and the number of photons detected from the molecule 

before photobleaching or escape.  Simulation provides useful information not possible to 

obtain in experiment, but the simulated data is also studied by taking the autocorrelation 

function (ACF) of the detected photon stream.  The ACF width shows the mean trapping 

time, and its amplitude is inversely proportional to the trap occupancy.  As there are 

several different approaches to trapping with different experimental hardware 

requirements, computer simulations provide an effective method of comparison. 

 

Chapter 3 of this paper describes the use of Monte Carlo simulations to study two-

dimensional trapping of a single fluorescent emitter in a solution of water using two 

different illumination schemes.  The first entails a circular-scanning laser spot, simulated 

as a spot that moves between sixty-four discrete locations approximating a circle.   The 

other is a new technique extended from that used for trapping a molecule in a 

nanochannel: a pulsed laser source is split into four paths that are aligned and temporally 

delayed to produce four focused laser spots in a square pattern in the plane of the sample 
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cell, and with pulses that arrive successively in time. These setups are both shown in 

Figure 2.  Video mock-ups of these traps are presented in Attachments 2 and 3.  In both 

of these setups, a SPAD provides single-photon detection, and the times of arrival of the 

individual photons are recorded. Whereas Enderlein‟s initial proposal for trapping in 2-D 

entails lock-in detection of an analog fluorescence signal (10), this study only considers 

single-photon detection as implemented in Ref. (17). 

 

The desired result of the study is to provide a comparison of our new technique with the 

most common illumination scheme of similar experiments and to determine the 

advantages of each approach under different operating parameters.  The goal of both 

setups is to trap a single molecule at mean fluorescence photon detection rates of ~10
5
 s

−1
 

and to replace the fluorescently labeled molecule quickly in the event of escape or 

photobleaching. 
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Figure 2. Diagram of the two trapping configurations.  In the square configuration shown 

on the left, laser pulses from a single source are split and delayed such that they arrive at 

vertices v0, v1, v2, and v3 in numerical order spaced 3.3 ns apart.  In the circular 

configuration shown on the right, a single spot is scanned in a circle.  In both cases, a 

molecule is shown trapped between the beams as it experiences irradiance, and possibly 

emits fluorescence after excitation.  The fluorescence is used as feedback to modulate the 

molecule‟s position via electrokinetics. 
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1.3 Detection of Single Molecules in a Flow with an EM-CCD Camera 

 

Single-molecule detection is a critical part of today‟s fluorescence spectroscopy research 

(44) including medical and biological topics like DNA sequencing (45).  Although there 

are other techniques for detecting single molecules, fluorescence detection was reported 

in 1990 (1) and remains a popular and preferred method for a variety of experiments (46).   

Fluorescence detection may be performed in a variety of ways (47).  In the other 

simulations described in this dissertation, a confocal microscope images fluorescence 

photons onto a SPAD detector.  Though not common, it has been shown that EM-CCDs 

can be used in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy with sufficient time resolution to 

resolve the diffusion of individual dye molecules (48).  Other work has used the         

EM-CCD in simulation for spatially-resolved single-molecule detection (49).  Here 

multiple excitation volumes were imaged onto separate areas of the EM-CCD to achieve 

detection in parallel.  With a time resolution of 20 µs, the diffusion of single dye 

molecules was resolvable. 

 

Chapter 4 of this dissertation describes a simulation of single-molecule detection in a 

nanochannel for the application of high-throughput screening.  This kind of screening has 

application in pharmaceutical drug development and other areas of science (50).  Work is 

underway to perform hundreds of single-molecule detection experiments in parallel using 

a lab-on-a-chip device containing hundreds of micro/nanochannels illuminated by a 
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single continuous-wave laser source with detection of light provided by an Andor iXon 

897 EM-CCD camera (51).   Simulation of a fluidic channel of the device gives guidance 

to the experiment by showing feasibility of detection across a range of parameters and 

allowing comparison of the different possible modes of operation of the EM-CCD 

camera. 

 

The camera has a 512 × 512 pixel sensor that has a quantum efficiency for conversion of 

600 nm photons to photoelectrons of ~90%.  Electrons at each pixel of the sensor are 

transferred to a 512 × 512 frame-transfer buffer, and from there they are digitized, with 

possible gain prior to digitization, while another frame of signal is accumulated on the 

sensor. The camera software enables considerable flexibility in how the charges are 

shifted from the sensor to the frame transfer buffer, in binning of charges in adjacent 

pixels, and in how the charges are digitized.  

 

For the experiments on parallelized single-molecule detection, the row of fluidic channels 

is illuminated by a laser focused to a narrow line, which intersects all the channels.  The 

fluorescence light from the narrow line of illumination is imaged onto the camera sensor 

to just a single row of pixels, or just a few rows of pixels that are subsequently binned 

together.  Similarly, each fluidic channel in the line of illumination is imaged to a single 

pixel in the row, or just a few pixels that are binned together.  The setup is shown in 

Figure 3, and a video is shown in Attachment 4. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of the parallelized single-molecule detection experiment.  Multiple 

channels, shown in blue, are illuminated by a single laser beam focused across the fluidic 

channels in a line and along the length of the channels as a Gaussian.  The fluorescence 

from molecules that pass through the excitation region is imaged onto a region of an  

EM-CCD, shown as a black grid.  After a set exposure time, the charges in the pixels of 

the EM-CCD are shifted downwards, and new data is collected at the top. 
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The readout of the charges in the pixels, or binned pixels, of the camera can be performed 

in a number of ways, and one of the goals of this study is to compare the different readout 

methods.  Hence the camera is simulated in different modes: (i) kinetics mode with 

continuous readout or (ii) fast kinetics mode with shorter possible exposure times.  Either 

of these modes may be operated with or without gain and at different exposure times and 

digitization rates.  

 

Kinetics mode features continuous recording via frame transfer.  The lowest possible 

exposure time for this mode is 122 µs, achieved by binning just a few rows of pixels, so 

that each exposure requires digitizing just a single row.  As the pixels are continuously 

digitized from the frame transfer buffer faster than the exposure time, there is effectively 

no dead time between each exposure. Fast kinetics mode features a shorter minimum 

exposure time, down to 1 µs, limited mostly by the time taken to shift charges from one 

row of camera pixels to the next.  In fast kinetics mode, the fluorescence is imaged to just 

the top row of pixels, so the other 511 rows of pixels in the image area and the 512 rows 

of pixels in the frame transfer buffer can be used to store data.  Once these 1023 rows 

each hold data, the camera temporarily slows the rate of shifting charges until all 1023 

rows of stored data are digitized. The rate of digitizing pixels is 10 MHz (i.e., 100 

ns/pixel), which gives 51.2 µs for each row of pixels.  So for a 1 µs exposure time, after 

every 1.023 ms of recording time, there will be an effective dead time of approximately 
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52.4 ms (1023 × 51.2 µs). The exact value must account for the charge shift times as well 

as the digitization time. 

 

One of the major findings of the simulation is that it is possible when using a gain of 

1000 to detect the majority (>95%) of single molecules that flow through the channel at 

velocities between 1 × 10
−4

 and 7.5 × 10
−4

 m/s with the camera operating in kinetics 

mode with a bin time of 122 µs, as shown in Section 4.3.  Similarly successful detection 

was possible at longer bin times when using slower velocities and slower camera readout 

without gain. 

 

1.4 Programming Environment and Tools  

 

The simulations created for this doctoral research are written for the Intel C++ compiler 

version 11.1. The Intel compiler includes a library of routines for generating arrays of 

pseudo-random numbers of various specified distributions. This simulation used multiple 

concurrent streams of the uniform, exponential, Gaussian, and geometric distributions, 

which are all transforms of the MCG31 implementation of the Mersenne twister.  

MCG31 is the default generator and is one of, if not the fastest of, the Intel Math Kernel 

Library (MKL) generators.  It has a short period compared to other generators, but this 

period, though approached, is not exceeded in the reported simulations. 
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One computer used to run the simulations presented in this dissertation was an eight-

processor machine running Windows XP and Cygwin (a Linux-like environment for use 

inside Windows).  The simulations can be run with different parameter sets concurrently 

across the eight processors using the job control features and scripting features available 

in the Bash shell and Python.  For most parameter sets, simulations only take a few 

minutes to run, and 1-100 runs are scheduled at a time. 

 

An early version of the simulation of single-molecule detection presented in Chapter 3 

was written in Matlab and then recoded into C++ to increase its speed.  Analysis and 

graphing was done in Python with NumPy and Matplotlib (Matlab-like plotting 

environment for Python), Gnuplot, Matlab, and Excel.  
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Chapter 2: Simulation of Electrokinetic Trapping in 1-D 

2.1 Overview 

 

Simulations of trapping molecules in a nanochannel were presented in my Master‟s thesis 

(14).  As part of my doctoral research, a more detailed study on this topic was completed.  

This included evaluation of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the detected photon 

signal and of the time-averaged concentration profile of the molecules in the trapping 

region over a wide range of parameters, including varying laser power. The effects of 

latency of feedback were examined. Also, the mean number of photons emitted per 

molecule and the average time each molecule spends in the trap were used as a measure 

of the trapping performance.  These results and their comparison with previous 

experimental results have been published in the paper presented in Appendix 1 (52).   

 

The publication in Appendix 1 also shows the effect on trapping performance when the 

split of power between the two laser spots is uneven.  It was found that the trapping 

performance improves when the downstream beam is brighter.  The reason for this is that 

if a molecule escapes upstream, flow is increased to bring in a new molecule, and the 

escaped one thus returns to the illumination region possibly to become trapped again.  If 

it escapes downstream, then it is flushed from the chamber; hence preventing escape on 

the downstream side is more critical. 
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The paper in Appendix 2 (53) presents a review of the experiments and extends the 

simulations to consider the effect on trapping performance of the separation of the laser 

spots. The trapping performance is measured by the time-averaged concentration of 

molecules in the trapping region, the mean number of fluorescence photons detected per 

molecule, and the mean time each molecule spends in the trap before photobleaching or 

escape.  Although the trapping performance improves according to these metrics when 

the spot separation is increased, Appendix 2 shows that there is an additional bump in the 

ACF because the fluorescence signal fluctuates in time as the trapped molecule diffuses 

between the two laser spots. A similar additional bump in the ACF is found when the 

split of power between the two laser spots is uneven. 

 

While detailed results of the simulations of single-molecule trapping in 1-D are presented 

in the Appendices and are not repeated in the body of this dissertation, the algorithms and 

underlying physical processes form the basis of the other simulations of this dissertation, 

and hence are briefly presented below. 

 

As discussed in Section 2.2, simulation of trapping in 1-D uses a discrete grid for 

molecular transport and features a control algorithm used in a feedback loop for active 

trapping of a single molecule.  A vector holds the times of scheduled events.  These 

events can be diffusion, translation, change of speed of translation, entry into simulation, 

excitation of a molecule, or decay from the excited state with possible photon detection.  
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Between each event, the array or vector is searched for the lowest time value.  The event 

corresponding to this value is performed next, and new events are scheduled at the 

conclusion of this event, while other scheduled events may be canceled or rescheduled.  

For example, when diffusion occurs, molecules have their times of next possible 

excitation recalculated and also the time of next diffusion is scheduled.  Diffusion could 

also result in a molecule leaving the simulation volume and the subsequent cancellation 

of all photophysical events scheduled for that molecule.  So there is no overall fixed time-

step, and the time between events can be short when a molecule is rapidly exciting and 

decaying, or long when there are no molecules near the center of the illumination profile 

or when there are no molecules in the simulation volume at all. 

 

2.2 Molecular Motion 

 

As a numerical approximation, molecule positions are confined to a finite grid, which 

represents the simulation volume. Molecules in the simulation volume move under two 

independent influences: diffusion and flow.  Diffusion along the discrete grid occurs at 

times determined by the grid spacing Δx and the diffusion coefficient D.  The grid 

spacing is set to Δx = 0.01 µm, which is small compared to the 0.5 µm beam waist of 

each laser focus. Fick‟s second law of diffusion in one dimension is given by 
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where dxx)(  is the probability of finding a molecule within dx of x. With the initial 

condition that the molecule begins at the origin, ( , 0) ( )x t dx x dx   , the solution to 

Eqn. (1) is: 

 dx
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which is a normalized Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation 

Dtt 2)(  .                (3) 

 

To model diffusion on the grid, each molecule can move to a new grid location at regular 

fixed time intervals ΔtD, chosen such that the standard deviation is equal to the grid size: 

 
D

x
tD

2

2
 . (4) 

 

When a diffusion event occurs, every molecule undergoes steps described below that 

allow it to move randomly.  If a molecule moves and it is in the ground state, a new 

excitation time is calculated, as discussed in Section 2.3, because the laser irradiance at 

the molecule‟s new position may have changed, but if a molecule moves off the grid, it is 

removed from the simulation.   

 

The diffusion process uses one 32-bit uniform random number between 0 and 1 to 

determine movement along the channel.  This number is compared against the cumulative 

probabilities in Table 1, which are determined by numerically integrating the Gaussian  
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Table 1. Cumulative probabilities for diffusion in one dimension. 

J P( j) Value 

0 0.382924922548026 

1 0.624655260005155 

−1 0.866385597462284 

2 0.926983133405366 

−2 0.987580669348448 

3 0.993557705595188 

−3 0.999534741841929 

4 0.999763973247840 

−4 0.999993204653751 

5 0.999996583337313 

−5 0.999999962020875 

6 0.999999980970278 

−6 0.999999999919680 
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distribution of Eqn. (2) as discussed in Appendix 1, to determine how many grid spaces 

the molecule will move. If the random number is less than or equal to P(0), it does not 

move.  If the number is greater than P(0) but less than or equal to P(1), then it moves one 

step in the positive direction.  If the number is between P(1) and P(−1), then it will move 

one step in the negative direction.  Likewise, if the number is between P(−1) and P(2), it 

will move two steps in the positive direction, and so on. 

 

The molecules are also moved by an applied electrokinetic flow, i.e., by electrophoresis 

and electroosmosis.  When the simulation begins, a constant drift velocity 
Fv is simulated, 

and a translation of one grid step for each molecule occurs at regular time intervals ΔtF 

such that 

xtv FF  . (5) 

When trapping is underway, the flow can be turned off or have its direction reversed, as 

photons are detected.  The time of the next flow step is changed whenever the flow 

velocity is adjusted.  If the velocity changes from 
Fv  to 

Fv   at a time t following the last 

translation, then the time until the next flow step is 
Ft
 such that 

 ( )F F Fv t v t t x       . (6) 

 

Entry and exit of molecules to and from the simulation can occur due to diffusion or 

applied flow.    These possibilities are handled as separate events.  If the molecule enters 

due to flow, it is placed at the upstream edge of the simulation volume.  For entry due to 
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diffusion, the molecule may enter at any of the five most upstream points or five most 

downstream points on the grid, as given below. 

 

The frequency of entry by either method is dependent on the mean number of molecules 

per grid point, C0, 

zyA ddxCNC  3

0 10 , (7) 

where NA is Avogadro‟s number, C is the molar concentration of the solution, and dy and 

dz are the width and depth of the channel.  For a concentration C = 100 pM and                     

dy = dz = 10
−7

m, C0 = 6×10
−6

 molecules per grid point. 

 

When molecules diffuse to new grid points, there is a chance that some may move off the 

grid and leave the simulation, but there is an equal possibility that new molecules may 

diffuse onto the grid. Again, the probabilities that molecules enter at various points on the 

grid are determined by adding contributions found by numerically integrating the 

Gaussian distribution of Eqn. (2), as discussed in Section 2.2 of Appendix 1. The key 

findings are: (i) the total probability that a molecule can move onto the 1-D grid due to 

diffusion with a precision of 1:2
32

 for comparison with a 32-bit random number is given 

by  

 P(1-D) = 0.763540130047191 C0;                                   (8) 
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and (ii) Once a molecule is scheduled to enter by diffusion, the Qk values listed in Table 

2, which are derived in Section 2.2 of Appendix 1, are used in comparison with a uniform 

random number between 0 and 1 to determine placement relative to the simulation edges. 

Here a random number lower or equal to Q0‟s value would result in a molecule generated 

at the upstream edge of the channel; higher than Q0 but less than or equal to QL, and the 

molecule will enter on the right edge.  This continues as in the example of diffusion 

above. 
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Table 2. Cumulative probabilities for new entry positions in one dimension. 

k Qk Value 

−L 0.404066599711270 

L 0.808133199422541 

1−L 0.895625174513805 

L−1 0.983117149605069 

2−L 0.991249444832068 

L−2 0.999381740059067 

3−L 0.999686395503419 

L−3 0.999991050947771 

4−L 0.999995500604795 

L−4 0.999999950261819 

5−L 0.999999975130910 

L−5 1.000000000000000 
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2.3 Excitation and Photophysics 

 

Laser irradiation is provided by pulses from a single source, split and temporally 

alternated such that every odd pulse arrives at one of the two locations 6.6 ns before an 

even pulse arrives at the other location. The laser intensity from spot n = 0, 1, at a 

location along the channel x at time t is given as 

 
j

nn nTjTtxx
P

txI )2/(]/)(2exp[
2

),( 2

0

2

2

0




,                 (9) 

where P is the laser power in each beam , ω0 = 0.5 µm is the laser beam waist, xn is the 

position of the active laser spot, )(t  is the Dirac delta distribution,  which represents the 

temporal profile of a laser pulse, and T = 13.2 ns is the period. The rate of excitation is 

then given by 

( , ) ( , ) /n a nk x t I x t E , (10) 

where σa is the absorption cross-section, and E is the photon energy.  Multiplication of kn 

by the period T yields the probability that a molecule in the ground state is excited for 

each laser pulse. Two geometrically distributed random numbers, each giving the number 

of laser pulses that would occur until the next possible excitation by each of the beams, 

are generated with these two probabilities of excitation as the probabilities of success. 

Unless an intervening event such as diffusion occurs first, the next molecular excitation 

will occur at the earlier of the two times.  
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The possible relaxation pathways of a molecule after excitation from the ground state S0 

to the S1 excited state are shown in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 4. Using a similar 

cumulative probability process as described for diffusion and molecular entry, once the 

molecule is excited, it has a 5% chance of producing a detectable photon (path ii).  It has 

a 0.1% chance of entering the triplet state via intersystem crossing from the S1 excited 

state with an expected decay time of 1 µs (path iii). Decay from the triplet manifold 

occurs usually by radiationless decay or quenching without photon emission and rarely 

by emission of phosphorescence.  The detection of phosphorescent photons is not 

modeled as the event is rare. The phosphorescent emission spectra have lower energy 

than fluorescence, and most phosphorescence would thus be filtered out.  There are also a 

chance of photobleaching and being removed from the simulation (path iv) and a chance 

of decaying from the singlet state without emission of a detectable photon (path i).  

 

Table 3 displays the probabilities to determine the decay path for each excitation.  When 

decaying from the singlet state, the expected decay time is 3 ns.  From the triplet state, 

the expected decay time is 1 µs, and from either the singlet or triplet state, an 

exponentially distributed random number with a mean equal to the expected decay time is 

produced to determine the actual time of decay. When relaxation pathway ii occurs, a 

random Gaussian number with standard deviation σ = 127.4 ps and a mean of 3σ is added 

to the decay time to represent timing jitter of the SPAD detector.  The modified decay  
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Figure 4. Jablonski diagram for the relaxation pathways of a molecule in simulation. S0 is 

the singlet ground state, S1 is the singlet excited state, and T1 is the triplet state. i 

represents decay without detected photon emission, ii is the case of detected photon 

emission, iii is the case of inter-system crossing from the singlet excited state to the 

triplet manifold, and iv is the case of photobleaching, where the molecule becomes non-

fluorescent or destroyed. 
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Table 3. Relaxation pathway probabilities 

Path Mechanism Probability 

i 

Singlet decay 

without photon 

detection 

 

)()()()( 1 iviiiiii PPPP   

ii 

Singlet decay 

with photon 

detection 

05.0)( iiP  

iii Triplet Crossing 
3

)( 10iiiP  

iv Photobleaching 
5

)( 10ivP  
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time is recorded as an unsigned integer time-stamp tsi representing the number of laser 

pulses that have arrived since the simulation began.   

 

Background photons may also be detected, consisting of detector dark counts (d = 50 s
−1

) 

and scattered light coming through the filters (s = 15 µW
−1

 s
−1

).  The background rate B is 

set in simulation as dPsB  , where PP 2  is the sum of the laser powers in each of 

the two beams.  These photons are assumed to be Poissonian such that the timing of the 

next background photon is determined by an exponentially distributed random number 

with a mean equal to 1/B.  For either detection case, fluorescence emission or 

background, there is a 0.5% chance that the detector experiences an afterpulse.  In this 

case, another photon detection will be scheduled to occur at a random time later with an 

exponential distribution with a mean of 100 ns.  Also, the detector has a dead-time of    

40 ns, during which it ignores any incoming photons (54). 

 

2.4 Trapping 

 

The trapping algorithm adjusts the flow velocity based on the unsigned integer time-

stamps tsi of the last 6 detected photons.  The minimization of the error in the estimate of 

a molecule‟s position requires a balance between shot noise, which decreases with the 

number of collected photons, and the uncertainty due to diffusional motion that occurs 
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while acquiring photons.  The number 6 was obtained from an analysis of these factors 

(55) and was used in experiments (16).  When the channel is empty of fluorescent 

molecules, the detected signal falls to the level of the background detection rate, and the 

flow is set to a maximum to bring new molecules into the illumination region.  Every 

time a photon is detected, the difference between the time-stamp of the most recent 

photon and the one detected two photons earlier must be less than a threshold. 

  

If this check is passed 6 times in a row, a molecule is assumed to be in the trapping 

region, and active trapping begins.  If more of the last 6 photons are odd (even), then the 

molecule is assumed to be to the left (right) of the center of the trap, so the velocity is set 

towards the right (left) at its maximum speed after a delay of 6 µs representing the 

latency of the simulated system.  If the numbers of odd and even time-stamps are the 

same, then the flow is set to zero.  If the threshold check fails, the flow is set to zero 

while more photon time-stamps are collected and the check is repeated.  If it fails five or 

more times in a row, trapping ceases and the flow is set to a maximum to bring in a new 

molecule.  See the flow chart in Figure 5, which is also Figure 4 in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the trapping algorithm used in the nanochannel trap. 
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Chapter 3: Simulation of Electrokinetic Trapping in 2-D 

3.1 Overview 

 

This chapter studies single-molecule trapping in two dimensions by use of simulations 

that are an extension of those described in Chapter 2.  A fluidic device consisting of glass 

surfaces spaced 0.1–1.0 microns apart defines the 2-D region of interest, as molecules are 

effectively confined in one dimension between the two surfaces, but free to move in the 

other two dimensions.  To achieve trapping in 2-D, temporally and spatially varying laser 

illumination together with fast, time-gated photon detection are used to gain information 

on the position of the molecule, which is then used to control the voltages at four 

electrodes and thereby counteract Brownian diffusion by electrokinetic motion of the 

molecule. Illumination and position correction are achieved through two different 

schemes.  In the first, illumination is provided by a pulsed laser spot that alternates 

between the four vertices of a square, which are positioned in the plane of the 2-D region 

between the glass surfaces and the molecule is repositioned to the center of the square. 

The order of the pulses at the vertices as seen in Figure 2 (page 13) is v0, v1, v2, v3. In the 

second, a single focused laser spot is swept around in a circle in the plane of the 2-D 

region and the molecule is repositioned to the center of the circle, as also shown in Figure 

2.  For the case of one-photon excitation, the laser is continuous, while for the case of 

two-photon excitation it is pulsed with a repetition rate of 304 MHz .  
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Detection of individual photons is performed by a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) 

and the times of detection are used by the control algorithm to adjust the electrokinetic 

motion to reposition the fluorescing molecule. Features of the detection via SPAD that 

are included in the simulation include single-photon detection efficiency, background, 

afterpulses, dead-time, and photon timing jitter, which are summarized in Table 4 and 

discussed above in Section 2.3.   Both schemes are simulated separately with one- and 

two-photon excitation, which are discussed in Section 3.2.  

 

This simulation uses a discrete 2-D grid for molecular transport and features extensions 

to the control algorithms developed for trapping a single molecule in the 1-D simulation.  

 

To simulate excitation of molecules by the laser beams, a molecule‟s location relative to 

an active laser spot is mapped to a list of pre-generated random numbers, which allow the 

time of the next possible excitation to be determined.  For pulsed excitation (i.e., for the 

square trap or for two-photon excitation with the circular trap), these random numbers 

have a geometric distribution with a mean equal to the mean number of laser pulses 

before excitation. They represent the number of laser pulses that occur before a possible 

excitation, given the intensity at the location of the molecule.  For the circular trap, the 

numbers represent a time until excitation and are exponentially distributed.  This is 

described in more detail in Section 3.3.  
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Table 4. SPAD parameters 

Parameter Value 

Detection efficiency 65% 

Dark counts 50 s
−1 

Dead-time 40 ns 

Timing jitter (Gaussian std. dev.) 0.127 ns 

Chance of afterpulse 0.5% 

Afterpulse 1/e decay time 100 ns 
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Next, the times of molecular entry for the next entries from diffusion and flow are 

calculated by generating exponentially distributed random numbers that represent the 

waiting time until the next entry.  The positions of these entries are found by comparing 

random uniform numbers against cumulative probabilities as described in the next 

section, and events for these entries are loaded into a vector. 

 

As in the 1-D simulation, a vector of the times of possible future events drives the 

simulation.  Most of the results for the 1-D simulation were taken with a version of the 

code that uses a C++ vector of fixed dimension, which includes space for a fixed number 

of molecules, greater than the maximum number of molecules in the simulation.  For the 

2-D simulation, a dynamically sized C++ vector is used, wherein a memory reallocation 

expands or contracts the vector whenever a molecule enters or leaves the simulation 

volume.  This allows for any reasonable number of molecules to occupy the simulation at 

the cost of some time for memory reallocation.  Each event object in the vector is no 

longer a time but a data structure that contains the time of the event, the event type, an  

ID-number, and a double-precision floating point variable named „extra‟ to be used 

differently by different events.  The class that defines these objects also has a static 

member function find_index_of_next_event(), which finds the event with the lowest time 

value upon making a pass through the vector. 
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3.2 Molecular Motion 

 

For simulation of diffusion in two dimensions, two uniform random numbers are used to 

determine movement in the X- and Y-directions separately.  These two random numbers, 

one for X and one for Y, are individually compared against the cumulative probabilities in 

Table 1, just as in Section 2.2.  The 2-D grid has the same spacing Δx in both dimensions, 

so the diffusion steps along the X- and Y-axes are processed at the same time. 

 

As before, the molecules are also moved by an applied electrokinetic flow, although it 

may have different components along the X- and Y-axes.  To simulate flow, translation 

along each axis is applied during execution of the diffusion step. Because the speed of 

flow is slow in comparison to diffusion, displacement due to flow often will not amount 

to one grid unit per diffusion interval.  Two variables store the sub-grid distances traveled 

in X and Y, and the positions of all molecules are updated when either of these 

accumulated distances exceeds one grid unit.  The velocity along each axis is 

independent, so the flow can be applied in any linear combination of vx and vy such that

yvxvv yxf
ˆˆ  . When the trap is set to bring in new molecules at the beginning of the 

simulation and each time the simulated volume is set to flush a photobleached molecule, 

a constant drift velocity is simulated in the positive direction for both X and Y. When the 

simulation is actively trapping, the flow can be turned off or have its direction and speed 
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changed along each axis as photons are detected.  This is described in more detail in 

Section 3.4. 

 

For the parameters given in Table 5 (for one-photon excitation trapping) and Table 6 (for 

two-photon excitation trapping), execution of the translation step together within the 

diffusion step was found to result in a small speed improvement for the code.  This is 

because scheduling a translation as a separate event sometimes requires extra memory 

allocations and deallocations, which are a slow operation compared to arithmetic 

operations. If it is desired to run a simulation with very slow diffusion or very fast 

translation, the code may be easily switched to run translation events separately from 

diffusion at any desired rate.   

 

Entry into the simulation can occur due to diffusion or applied flow and can occur along 

the X- or Y-axis.  Entry from diffusion along both axes is handled by a single event, but X 

and Y flow entries are handled as separate events, because the flow along each axis is 

independent.  If a molecule enters due to flow, it is placed randomly along the relevant 

edge of the simulation with no displacement from the edge.  Placement of molecules that 

enter due to diffusion is more complicated and is discussed below. 

 

In the jargon of C++ programming, each molecule is an object of the Molecule Class.  

Entry from diffusion is handled by the constructor function of this class.  Position is  
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Table 5. One-photon excitation trapping simulation parameters 

Parameter Square value(s) Circular value(s) 

Laser power P in each beam  75 µW 300 µW 

Beam waist ω0 1 µm 1 µm 

Laser foci distance from origin 

/ Scanning radius 

 

1.2 ω0 

 

1.2 ω0 

Laser pulse spacing 3.3 ns (continuous) 

Scanning rate 76 MHz 260 kHz , 40 kHz 

Absorption cross section σa 2 × 10
–20

 m
2 

2 × 10
–20

 m
2
 

Fluorescence lifetime τf 1.2 ns 1.2 ns 

Triplet lifetime τp 1 µs 1 µs 

Grid resolution Δx 10 nm 10 nm 

Diffusion coefficient D 2.2 × 10
–10

 m
2
/s 2.2 × 10

–10
 m

2
/s 

Translation velocity .002 m/s .002 m/s 

Concentration C 1 pM 1 pM 

Feedback latency  5 µs 5 µs 
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Table 6. Trapping simulation parameters for two-photon excitation 

Parameter Square value(s) Circular value(s) 

Laser power P in each beam 10 mW, 30 mW 10 mW, 30 mW 

Beam waist ω0 0.5 µm 0.5 µm 

Laser foci distance from origin 

/ Scanning radius 

 

0.5 ω0, 1.2 ω0 

 

0.5 ω0, 1.2 ω0 

Laser pulse spacing 3.3 ns 3.3 ns 

Scanning rate 76 MHz 260 kHz 

Absorption cross-section   2 × 10
–20

 m
4
/s 2 × 10

–20
 m

4
/s 

Fluorescence lifetime τf 1.2 ns
 

1.2 ns 

Triplet lifetime τp 1 µs 1 µs 

Grid resolution Δx 10 nm 10 nm 

Diffusion coefficient D 2.2 × 10
–10

 m
2
/s 2.2 × 10

–10
 m

2
/s 

Translation velocity .002 m/s .002 m/s 

Concentration C 1 pM 1 pM 

Feedback latency  5 µs 5 µs 
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determined by one random number.  This number determines both the side of entry 

(North, South, East, or West) and the distance from the edge.  The edge distance may be 

up to five grid increments from the boundary. 

 

In the 1-D simulation, the probability that a molecule could move onto the grid across 

either of the two endpoints is given by P(1-D) in Eqn. (8) in Section 2.2.  For the 2-D 

grid, a molecule can move onto the grid in a number of different ways by crossing an 

edgepoint.  Overall, the probability that a molecule can move onto the 2-D grid is  

 (2-D) 2 (1-D)P L P ,  (11) 

where L is the number of grid points along each edge.   

 

As detailed in section 2.2 in the 1-D simulation, the values Qk  for the grid points k given 

in  Table 2 were used in comparison with a uniform random number between 0 and 1 to 

determine the placement of a newly entered molecule.  For the 2-D simulation, this 

process was modified to allow entry from four edges instead of two ends.  The range 

between Q0 and QL was split in half to accommodate entry from the North and West 

edges, while the range between QL and Q1 was split for the East and South edges.  The 

other ranges were similarly divided, resulting in the new cumulative probabilities 

displayed in Table 7.  N, W, E, and S represent edges along the respective cardinal 

directions.  As for the other sets of cumulative probabilities, if a uniform random number 

between 0 and 1 is less than the first item in the table, then the North edge will be  
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Table 7. Cumulative probabilities for new entry positions in two dimensions 

k Qk Expression Qk Value 

N QN = QL/4  0.202033299855635 

W QW = QN+ QL/4 0.404066599711270 

E QE = QW + QL/4 0.606099899566906 

S QS  = QL 0.808133199422541 

N−1 QN−1 = QS+ (QL-1− QL)/4 0.851879186968173 

W+1 QW+1 = Q N−1 + (QL-1− QL)/4 0.895625174513805 

E−1 QE−1 = Q W+1 + (QL-1− QL)/4 0.939371162059437 

S+1 QS+1= Q L−1 0.983117149605069 

N−2 QN−2 = QS+1+ (QL-2− QL-1)/4 0.987183297218569 

W+2 QW+2 = QN−2+ (QL-2− QL-1)/4 0.991249444832068 

E−2 QE−2 = QW+2+ (QL-2− QL-1)/4 0.995315592445567 

S+2 QS+2= Q L−2 0.999381740059067 

N−3 QN−3 = QS+2+ (QL-3− QL-2)/4 0.999534067781243 

W+3 QW+3 = QN−3+ (QL-3− QL-2)/4 0.999686395503419 

E−3 QE−3 = QW+3+ (QL-3− QL-2)/4 0.999838723225595 

S+3 QS+3= Q L−3 0.999991050947771 

N−4 QN−4 = QS+3+ (QL-4− QL-3)/4 0.999993275776283 
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Table 7. Continued 

W+4 QW+4 = QN−4+ (QL-4− QL-3)/4 0.999995500604795 

E−4 QE−4 = QW+4+ (QL-4− QL-3)/4 0.999997725433307 

S+4 QS+4= Q L−4 0.999999950261819 

N−5 QN−5 = QS+4+ (QL-5− QL-4)/4 0.999999962696364 

W+5 QW+5 = QN−5+ (QL-5− QL-4)/4 0.999999975130909 

E−5 QE−5 = QW+5+ (QL-5− QL-4)/4 0.999999987565455 

S+5 QS+5= Q L−5 1.000000000000000 
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selected.  If this random number is between two Q values on the chart, the outcome 

corresponding to the higher Q value is selected.  For example, if the random number were 

0.988, then k would be N−2, and the molecule would be placed two grid units inward 

from the North edge defining the Y-coordinate as two short of the upper limit of 

simulation. 

 

Once an edge and a distance from the edge are selected, the position along the edge is 

generated by use of another call to a uniformly distributed random number.  Continuing 

the example from the previous paragraph, the X-coordinate would be set between the 

West and East edges by a uniform random number.  Overall, the algorithm ensures that 

molecules enter points on the grid randomly at the same rate as molecules can hop off the 

grid due to diffusion. 

 

Once the position of the new molecule is determined, the entry method generates 

diffusion and translation events if those features are currently off.  When there are no 

molecules present in the simulation, diffusion and translation are turned off.  Finally, the 

entry method sets the time of future entries by use of an exponentially distributed random 

number with a mean for diffusion ED and mean for translation ET where, 

/ (2-D)D DE t P   and 0/CtE FT  . (12) 
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3.3 Excitation and Photophysics 

 

For both types of 2-D trap, the time of the next possible excitation event for each 

molecule in the simulation is re-evaluated after a molecule decays from the excited state 

or after it moves to a new position.  The time of the next possible excitation is dependent 

upon the irradiance the molecule experiences at its position and whether one-photon or 

two-photon excitation is in use. 

 

One-photon excitation 

 

Simulation of the illumination of the molecule and subsequent excitation throughout the 

course of a run requires many random numbers. For this, matrices Gs for the square case 

(S) and Gc for the circular case (C) are used to map the laser intensity at the molecule‟s 

position to a pregenerated set of random numbers that specify the time for the next 

possible excitation event. 

 

For the square case the laser intensity at a location (x,y) due to spot n at (xn, yn) at time t is 

given as 

2 2 2

02

0

2
( , , ) exp[ 2(( ) ( ) ) / ] ( / 4)n n n

j

P
I x y t x x y y t jT nT 


       ,     (13) 
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for n = 0, 1, 2, 3,  where P is the laser power in each of the 4 beams, ω0 is the laser beam 

waist,  )(t represents the temporal pulse profile, which is approximately a delta 

distribution , and T = 13.2 ns is the period of the four-spot cycle. For each spot, the rate 

of one-photon excitation for a molecule in the ground state is then given by 

( , , ) ( , , ) /n a nk x y t I x y t E , (14) 

where a is the absorption cross-section of the molecule and E is the photon energy.  

Multiplication of nk  by the period T yields the probability that a molecule in the ground 

state is excited for each laser pulse. The mean number of laser pulses from that beam 

before possible excitation by that beam is then mn(x,y,t)  = 
Tkn

1
. 

 

The elements of the Gs matrix depend on the relative intensity a molecule experiences at 

a displacement ),( yx   from a focused laser spot, where the relative intensity RI is a 

component of the intensity function defined as  

)/)(2exp(),(
2

0

22 wyxyxRI   . (15) 

The elements of the Gs matrix are then discretized values of a single quadrant of       

RI(Δx, Δy): 

 









2

1
),(),( yxRINyxG cs , for 0,  yx , (16) 

where Nc = 1000 is the number of discrete integer values possible for a value of        

RI(Δx, Δy).  The addition of ½ inside the floor function brackets serves to round       
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RI(Δx, Δy) to the nearest discrete value rather than just allow it to truncate. 

),( nns yyxxG   then gives a discrete number between 0 and 1000 that depends on the 

discrete relative intensity at a position (x,y) due to a laser spot at (xn,yn).   

 

For a molecule at (x,y), four random numbers must be generated to find the possible 

times of next excitation by each of the four beams. The four discrete values of 

),( nns yyxxG  for n = 0, 1, 2, 3 then serve as indices to a two-dimensional array.  

Each column of this array is a set of geometrically distributed random numbers, which 

specify the number of laser pulses before possible excitation of the molecule 

experiencing the given level of irradiance. These numbers of pulses are multiplied by the 

laser period T to obtain the times of possible excitation by each of the spots.  The lowest 

of these four times is the time used in simulation. 

 

For the circular scanning case, the laser spot moves at a steady speed but is simulated as 

moving abruptly between 64 discrete positions.  The molecule‟s time of next possible 

excitation is rescheduled for the new position and illumination after every movement of 

the molecule, shift of the laser spot, or after a decay event. For one-photon excitation, the 

laser is continuous, and the appropriate random number generator for the waiting time 

until the next excitation is exponentially distributed.  Here the time until next possible 

excitation is found, as opposed to the discrete number of laser pulses until excitation. The 

laser intensity is given by 
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]/)))(())(((2exp[
2

),,(
2

0

22

2

0




tyytxx
P

tyxI llc  , (17) 

with 

)sin()(),cos()( tRtytRtx ll   , (18) 

where R and   are the radius angular frequency of the rotation of the beam. The rate of 

excitation is then given by 

 EtyxItyxk cac ),,(),,(  . (19) 

 

The elements of the matrix Gc are created differently from those of Gs and are given as:   

 
),(

1
),(

0 yxRIk
yxGc


  , for 0,  yx ,  (20) 

where 
2

0

0

2





E

P
k a . The elements of Gc give the mean time for possible excitation for a 

molecule at a displacement (Δx, Δy) away from the center of the laser spot (xl, yl). To find 

the next possible time of excitation for a molecule at position (x,y) when the laser is 

focused at a spot (xl,yl), the simulation multiplies ),( llc yyxxG 
 
by a pregenerated 

exponentially distributed random number with a mean of unity.  
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Two-photon excitation 

 

The simulation can model either one-photon or two-photon excitation.  The rate of two-

photon excitation is dependent on the intensity squared and is given by 

22)2( ),,(
2

1
),,(  EtyxI

p

Tg
tyxk

p
 ,          (21) 

where ),,( tyxI

 

is either ),,( tyxIn  
or ),,( tyxIc . Here δ is the absorption cross-section 

for two-photon excitation, which has dimensions of m
4
s

−1
 (not to be confused with (t), 

which is the temporal profile of the laser pulses), gp = 0.664 is a dimensionless quantity 

that depends on the temporal pulse shape for the femtosecond laser pulses and has a value 

of 0.664 for Gaussian pulses, and p = 100 fs is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

temporal pulse-width.  The inclusion of these factors follows Xu and Webb, and the 

factor of a half is because two photons are required to perform the excitation (56). 

 

For one-photon excitation in the circular case, a continuous-wave laser is used.  For two-

photon excitation, a femtosecond pulsed laser with period T = 3.3 ns is used instead.  The 

beam is still scanned in a circle as for one-photon excitation.  Since the laser is pulsed, 

geometrically distributed random numbers are used in place of the exponentially 

distributed numbers used in one-photon excitation for the circular case.  Both the circular 

and square traps have the mean number of pulses before possible excitation as
            

)2(m  
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=
Tk )2(

1
 .  The elements of the matrix G

(2)
, now the same for both the square and circular 

configurations, are defined as 

 2/1),(),( 2)2(  yxRINyxG c . (22) 

For the square trap, the rest of the process continues as for the one-photon excitation case 

described above, with four geometrically distributed random numbers being generated for 

)2(m  instead of nm . The molecular relaxation pathways and other details for photon 

detection are still as described in section 2.3.  For the circular trap, a single geometrically 

distributed random number is generated for )2(m to determine the possible time of 

excitation. 

 

3.4 Trapping Behavior 

Trapping algorithm for 4-beam illumination 

 

Once a photon detection event occurs via relaxation pathway ii for the square case, the 

time of detection of the N-th photon tN, divided by the laser pulse period T, is saved as a 

32-bit unsigned integer timestamp tsN in a binary file for later evaluation of the ACF. 

This integer can become larger than 32 bits allow, in which case it is wrapped.  The 

wrapping is performed by taking tsN = fmod( tN * (T/4)
−1

 , 2
32

), where (T/4)
−1

  is the 

precalculated reciprocal of T/4 and fmod is a function that returns the modulus of two 
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floating-point numbers. In this way the timestamp for the photon (i.e., number of laser 

pulses) is stored as a 32-bit integer value, and the count will start over once the maximum 

value is exceeded. The channel for the time-gated detection, which is the number of the 

laser spot that was present just before photon detection, designated as KN, is also 

recorded. KN is set equal to fmod( tN, T ) * (T/4)
−1

. 

 

The locations of the four spots are shown in Figure 2 on page 13.  The first spot arrives at 

v0= (x0, y0) = (R,0), the second at v1 = (x1, y1) = (−R,0), the third at v2 = (x2, y2) = (0,R), 

and the fourth spot at v3 = (x3, y3) = (0,−R), where R = 1.2 0.This value is chosen for R 

as it was used by Cohen and Moerner (17) as a suitable value for the radius of the scan of 

the spot in the ABEL trap.  This value is used in the circular scan of this work and is thus 

used in the square case as well so that the two methods may be compared under similar 

conditions. 

 

For the trapping algorithm, if the laser spot at v0 is the most recent, i.e., if KN  = 0 for the 

last detected photon, a change in flow is scheduled to move the molecule in the –X 

direction at the maximum velocity after a delay (typically 5 µs) to account for the latency 

of the system.  If the spot at v1 is the most recent, i.e., KN  = 1, then the flow is set in the 

+X direction  Likewise, if the spot at v2 is the most recent (KN = 2), the flow is set in the 

−Y  direction, and if the spot at v3 is the most recent (KN = 3), the flow is set in the +Y 

direction. 
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Trapping algorithm for circular scanning illumination 

 

For the circular case, the flow velocity is adjusted after each detected photon, as in the 

square case.  Here, as described in section 3.2, there are 64 discrete positions the laser 

spot can occupy approximating a continuously scanning laser beam. For each time of 

photon detection, Gaussian detector timing jitter is added, and as before, fmod is used to 

find the last active laser location:  KN is set equal to fmod(tN, τscan) * (τscan /64)
−1

, where 

τscan  = 3.85 µs is the time of a single scan of the rotating laser spot and (τscan /64)
−1

  is the 

precalculated reciprocal of τscan /64 .  After a time equal to the latency of the feedback 

system (5 µs), the flow velocity is changed to be radially inward from the location of the 

laser beam at the time of detection. 

 

Loading the trap 

 

Although the algorithms for trapping differ for each illumination case (circular and 

square), the procedure used in each for loading the trap is the same.  In both cases, the 

flow begins set to a maximum in the upper right direction.  Setting the velocity this way 

is referred to as flushing the trap.  The trap is flushed until a molecule enters the 

excitation volume and the photon count rate rises above a preset threshold.  
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To implement this in terms of the times of photon detections, a threshold time is set equal 

to 
B

N
t th

th
5

 , where B is the background photon count rate and Nth = 10 is the number of 

photons over which thresholding is performed.  The number 5 was selected empirically.  

The time of each detected photon tN is compared to the one that arrived Nth  photons 

prior.  If the difference in these times is greater than the threshold time, i.e., if 

thNNN ttt
th
  )( , then the trap is set to flush after a delay (typically 5 µs) to account for 

the latency of the system.  If the difference in times is less than the threshold, then the 

flush is turned off if it is currently on, and the most recently detected photon channel 

number KN is used in the appropriate trapping algorithm as described earlier in this 

section.  

 

In this way, when the photon count rate drops near the level of background, the trap is 

flushed to bring in new molecules.  When the count rate rises above the threshold, it is 

assumed that a molecule is fluorescing, and trapping proceeds.  If the flush is set 

incorrectly due to statistical fluctuations in the background or a lag in fluorescence, 

subsequent photon detections can reset it, and trapping can continue if the molecule has 

not diffused too far from the excitation region. 
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3.5 Results and Conclusions 

 

The performance of each type of trap was measured across a variety of parameters for 

one-photon and two-photon excitation.  Table 5 (page 42) has the baseline parameters for 

simulation of one-photon excitation trapping, and Table 6 (page 43) has the same for 

two-photon excitation trapping. Multiple 1000 s duration experiments were simulated 

with variations of parameters to investigate performance.  Limitations imposed by 

equipment such as feedback latency and background are also considered.  Simulations 

results have provided validation for proposed and ongoing experiments and have given 

guidance for future work.  Simulations have also allowed exploration of information not 

available in experiment, such as the molecular coordinates. 

 

One-photon excitation 

 

In Figures 6 and 7, examples of the position of a confined molecule and the photon count 

rate R(t) are plotted versus time, while one-photon excitation trapping is active with 

parameters from Table 5 for the square and circular cases, respectively.   The count rate is 

updated for each detected photon and averaged over the last M = 10 detected photons: 

 ( )
( )N N M

M
R t

t t 




, (23) 
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Figure 6. Example of photon count rate (green, bottom) and molecule trajectory          

(red: X coordinate, blue: Y coordinate) vs. time for the square trap. The stray coordinates 

are from other molecules entering and exiting the periphery of the simulation area while 

one molecule is trapped in the center. 
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Figure 7. Example of photon count rate (green, bottom) and molecule trajectory          

(red: X coordinate, blue: Y coordinate) vs. time for the circular trap with scan frequency 

of 260 MHz. 
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where 
Nt  is the time of detection of the N-th photon. M = 10 was chosen to match the 

thresholding in the trap‟s loading algorithm. In both of these figures, the count rate 

increases from the background level as the molecule enters the trapping region.  The 

molecule is then held in this region until it photobleaches.  Diffusion is actively corrected 

by modulating the electrokinetic flow.  Then the molecule photobleaches and the count 

rate falls back down to the level of background.  In both cases, the laser spots are at a 

radial distance 1.2 µm from the center.  The molecule may move further away than this 

and still be actively trapped.  

 

In Cohen and Moerner‟s implementation of the circular trap, they use a 40 kHz scanning 

frequency (27), but as stated in section 1.2, a choice of a longitudinal wave AOBD would 

have allowed operation at 260 kHz. To observe how this higher frequency changes the 

performance of the trap, both a 40 kHz and 260 kHz case are studied.  Figure 7 displays 

data from the 260 kHz case. 

 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the average number of photons collected per molecule and the 

average time trapped molecules survived without photobleaching versus laser power for 

the circular case operating at 260 kHz and 40 kHz and the square case, respectively.  In 

these results, the 40 kHz case performs similarly to the 260 kHz case.  Lower frequencies 

than 40 kHz were found to hinder performance (graphs not shown).   A power near        

90 µW yields the highest occupancy times for both the square and circular traps.   
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Figure 8. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the circular case at 260 kHz scanning frequency 

plotted against a variable laser power.  Statistics are obtained by averaging the results of 

~800–900 trapped molecules per data point. 
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Figure 9. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the circular case at 40 kHz scanning frequency 

plotted against a variable laser power.  Statistics are obtained by averaging the results of 

~800–900 trapped molecules per data point. 
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Figure 10. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square case plotted against a variable laser 

power.  Statistics are obtained by averaging the results of ~800–900 trapped molecules 

per data point. 
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The root-mean-square (RMS) deviation from the center for  both the square and circular 

trap (both scan frequencies) is ~0.7 µm . Both types of trap are capable of holding the 

molecule not only within the illumination region but also well between the focal spots of 

the beams. 

 

The simulation provides perfect trajectory data and molecule-by-molecule stastics that 

are not available in the physical experiment.  Statistical analysis of the trap‟s performance 

is measured via normalized ACF  g(τ) of the detected photons as it was in the one-

dimensional trap as described in the papers included in the appendices.  Figure 11 shows 

the ACF for 500-s datasets of the circular trap at 260 kHz, the square trap, and the case of 

no trapping respectively.   There is modulation of the ACF for the circular case.  This is 

due to the 260 kHz rate of the illumination cycle of the circular trap.  At 260 kHz, the 

spot takes 3.85 µs to complete one cycle, and the modulation is observable in the 

microsecond range of the ACF.  For comparison, recall that the four laser pulses in the 

square trap cycle every 13.2 ns, and as the fluorescence of the chosen molecule occurs in 

nanoseconds after excitation, there is no modulation visible for the square trap. The 

amplitude of the ACF is taken to be inversely proportional to N , the mean number of 

molecules in the illumination region, and is also dependent on the signal-to-background 

ratio (8). The amplitudes of the trapping cases vary between individual datasets, but those 

seen in Figure 11 are representative of the trend. 
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Figure 11. Autocorrelation functions for the circular trap at 260 kHz scanning frequency 

(blue), the square trap (red), and the case of no trapping (green). 
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The square trap confines molecules without modulation of the ACF, but it has a 

dependence on the fluorescence lifetime not found in the circular trap due to the 

difference in illumination cycle speeds.  The square trap‟s illumination spot changes 

location every 3.3 ns.  If the fluorescence lifetime of the molecule approaches or 

exceeeds this time, then cross-talk degrades the trapping performance.  Figure 12 shows 

ACFs for several fluorescent lifetimes. 

  

As another measure of the performance of the traps, time-averaged concentration profiles 

were recorded.  Figure 13 shows a cross-sectional view of the concentration profiles of 

both types of trap.  If it were plotted here, the concentration in the case of no trapping 

would be effectively constant with concentration fluctuations about 1 pM at the bottom of 

this figure.  Figure 14 shows a 3-D view of the concentration profile of the square trap 

(the 3-D view of the other trapping cases look similar), while Figure 15 shows the same 

for the case of an inactive trap.  Note that Figure 15 exhibits concentration fluctuations, 

which are expected for low concentrations and integration times and which form the basis 

of fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy.  The circular trap at 260 kHz shows a higher 

peak concentration due to its longer occupancy times.  All profiles show a dramatic 

increase in the local concentration and indicate strong trapping behavior in the 

illumination region of the trap. 
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Figure 12. Autocorrelation functions for the square trap for varying fluorescent lifetime. 

The standard lifetime of 1.2 ns is shown in blue, and the trap still functions strongly for a 

lifetime of 2.2 ns but degrades quickly after.  The amplitudes vary for individual datasets, 

but the differences in occupancy times (seen in the width of the ACF) are visible in this 

figure. 
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Figure 13. Cross-sectional concentration profiles along the X- axis (Y-axis looks similar) 

through the center of the trapping region for the square trap (green) and the circular trap 

at 40 kHz (gold) and 260 kHz (red). 
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Figure 14. 3-D concentration profile for the square trap.  Profile for the circular trap   

(260 kHz) looks similar with higher peak as seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 15. 3-D concentration profile for the case of no trapping. 
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The results show that confining a single molecule in two dimensions with one-photon 

excitation is viable by either of the techniques.  For the square trap, occupancy times of 

~140 ms are possible for  molecules with short (1.2 ns) fluorescence lifetimes.  For the 

circular case occupancy times of ~250–300 ms are possible for a trapped molecule.  The 

previous study in a nanochannel showed possible occupancy times of 30–40 ms. 

 

Increasing the diffusion coefficient of the molecules lessens the performance of the trap.  

For values of D up to 3.4 × 10
−10

 m
2
/s, trapping does remain functional though.  This 

value of D is representative of small dye molecules.  The performance of both types of 

trap versus varying values of D is seen in Figure 16. 

 

The circular trap shows longer occupancy times than the square across a variety of 

parameters.  One possible reason for this is slower scan rate, which causes the modulation 

seen in the ACF.  The square trap produces a more constant excitation rate, causing 

molecules to emit fluorescence faster and then to bleach sooner. 

 

Two-photon excitation 

 

Figures 17 and 18 show the trajectories of trapped molecules plotted with fluorescence 

count rates induced by two-photon excitation, which are calculated the same as for the 

case of one-photon excitation.  The count rates here are higher, and the background is  
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Figure 16. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square (dashed) and circular (solid) cases of 

the trap plotted against an increasing diffusion coefficient.   
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Figure 17. Example of photon count rate (green, bottom) and molecule trajectory       

(red: X coordinate, blue: Y coordinate) vs. time for the circular trap when using two-

photon excitation. 
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Figure 18. Example of photon count rate (green, bottom) and molecule trajectory       

(red: X coordinate, blue: Y coordinate) vs. time for the square trap when using two-

photon excitation. 
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lower than when using one-photon excitation. The parameters used in these cases are 

recorded in Table 6 (page 43).  The laser foci separation and scanning radius were 

initially set to 0.5 ω0, where the beam waist ω0 is 0.5 µm.  To improve performance as 

discussed below, the spacing was later changed to 1.2 ω0, and the data in Figures 17 and 

18 uses this setting. 

 

For two-photon excitation with the foci separation and scanning radius of 0.5 ω0, 

trapping was not as robust as when using one-photon excitation at a diffusion coefficient 

 of 2.2 × 10
−10

 m
2
/s .  Figure 19 shows average photons collected per moleculeand 

average time before bleaching versus diffusion coefficient for both types of trap.   

 

Figure 20 shows the average number of photons per molecule and average time before 

bleaching for the reduced coefficient D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s  for varying laser power.  The 

maximum laser power that the laser can put out is  the default parameter in Table 6, and 

we see that varying the power below this doesn‟t affect performance until the power 

drops considerably.  Figure 21 shows the ACF for each type of trap when using a 

diffusion coefficient of 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s  and a foci separation and scanning radius of   

0.5 ω0.  The modulation shown in the ACF when using the larger scan radius of 1.2 ω0 is 

mostly absent in this case. 
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Figure 19. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square (dashed) and circular (solid) cases of 

the trap plotted against a variable diffusion coefficient using two-photon excitation and   

R = 0.5 ω0.  Statistics are obtained by averaging the results of ~400 trapped molecules. 
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Figure 20. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square (dashed) and circular (solid) cases of 

the trap plotted against a variable laser power using two-photon excitation and R = 0.5 

ω0.   
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Figure 21. Autocorrelation functions for the circular trap (blue)  the square trap (red), and 

for the case of no trapping (green, barely visible at bottom) using two-photon excitation, 

D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s, and R = 0.5 ω0.  The circular trap shows less modulation for this 

case than for a wider scan radius. 
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A reason for both the lack of modulation in the ACF of the circular trap and the inability 

of the traps to contain faster molecules when using two-photon excitation is  the closer 

placement of the beams.  Enlarging the beam waist for the case of two-photon excitation 

greatly lowers the chance of excitation, which is dependent on intensity squared instead 

of being linear with intensity as is one-photon excitation.  However, increasing the foci 

separation and scanning radius to 1.2 ω0 improves performance across a variety of 

diffusion coefficients as shown in Figure 22 in comparison with the results shown in 

Figure 19.  Both traps in the case of two-photon excitation have swifter rates of bleaching 

than their one-photon counterparts, due to their higher count rates.  

 

Figure 23 shows the average number of photons per molecule and average time before 

bleaching for a spot separation of 1.2 ω0 and D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s  for varying laser 

power.  A peak in the performance was found for a power of 10 mW.  Figure 24a shows 

the ACF for the 10 mW power, and Figure 24b shows the ACF for the 30 mW power.  

The lower power shows longer occupancy time with a break in the early part of the ACF, 

but trapping of the molecule is evident for both powers. 

 

A cross-sectional view of the concentration profiles for the square and circular traps at a 

separation  or scanning radius of 1.2 ω0 and at different D values may be seen in Figures 

25a (D = 2.2 × 10
−11

) and 25b (D = 2.2 × 10
−10

).   For the lower diffusion coefficient, the 

lower powered circular trap works better than the higher powered circular trap due to  
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Figure 22. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square (dashed) and circular (solid) cases of 

the trap plotted against a variable diffusion coefficient using two-photon excitation and   

R =  1.2 ω0.  
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Figure 23. Average photons emitted per molecule (blue) and average time molecules 

remain trapped until bleaching (red) for the square (dashed) and circular (solid) cases of 

the plotted against a variable laser power using two-photon excitation and R = 1.2 ω0.   
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Figure 24a. ACFs for the circular trap (blue),  the square trap (red), and for the case of no 

trapping using two-photon excitation, D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s, and P = 10 mW. 

 

Figure 24b. ACFs for the circular trap (blue), the square trap (red), and for the case of no 

trapping using two-photon excitation, D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s, and P = 30 mW. 
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Figure 25a.  Cross-sectional concentration profiles through the center of the trapping 

region for both types of trap at two different laser powers and D = 2.2 × 10
−11

 m
2
 /s. 

 

 
Figure 25b. As Figure 25a but D = 2.2 × 10

−10
 m

2
 /s. 
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difference in the rate of photobleaching.  With the higher diffusion coefficient, the higher 

powered circular trap outperforms it‟s lower powered counter part.    For both types  

diffusion coefficients, the higher powered square trap outperforms the lower powered 

one.  The case with highest peak concentration for the lower diffusion coefficient is the 

circular trap at 10 mW, while the square trap at 30 mW is shows the highest peak for the 

higher value of D.  The molecules were contained more tightly for the slower diffusion 

coefficient as expected. 

 

For two-photon excitation, trapping can work for slowed molecules with the close 

placement of the lasers but wider placement yields better performance.  Both types of 

 trap are capable of holding molecules until photobleaching, with the circular trap having 

longer occupancy times due to slower photobleaching. 

 

In comparison with one-photon excitation, two-photon excitation trapping yields more 

photons per molecule and shorter occupancy times due to a higher count rate.  The 

concentration profiles indicate tighter containment for two-photon excitation than for 

one-photon, because of the smaller beam waist and the dependence of two-photon 

excitation on intensity squared. 
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Chapter 4: Simulation of Single-Molecule Detection in a Microchannel with 

Fluorescence Detection by an EM-CCD Camera  

4.1 Overview 

 

This simulation studies single-molecule detection in a microchannel to explore  the 

feasibility of a detection system consisting of many channels illuminated by one 

continuous-wave laser diode and with detection of light performed with an EM-CCD 

camera, rather than a SPAD.  This work inherits algorithms and code from the 

simulations of 1-D trapping described in Chapters 1 and 2, except for modelling of the 

EM-CCD.  Specifically, the simulation considers the flow of a solution with a 

concentration of 1 pM of fluorescent dye molecules through an illuminated channel with 

a width and depth of 1 µm and with other operating parameters given in Table 8.  

   

Illumination is provided by a 660 nm laser diode with beam shaped by a diffractive 

optical element and cylindrical lenses so that it is focused to a narrow Gaussian profile 

with a beam waist of 1 µm along the length of the channels but has a uniform intensity 

across the widths of the set of channels.  See Figure 3 on page 16 for a simple cartoon.  

The laser outputs 40 mW, and this is spread over all the channels.  This simulation 

considers a single 1-m-wide channel of a system consisting of 150 channels spaced  

over a distance of 625 m, such that each channel recieves 64 µW. 
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Table 8. Screening simulation parameters 

 

Parameter Value(s) 

Laser power P  40 mW 

Power per channel P 64 µW 

Beam waist ωx 1–5 µm 

Absorption cross section σa 2 ×10
–20

 m
2 

Fluorescence lifetime τf 3.0 ns 

Triplet lifetime τp 1 µs 

Grid resolution Δx 10 nm 

Diffusion coefficient D 200 × 10
−12

 m
2
/s 

Concentration C 1 pM 
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If the ultimate goal were detection of molecules in a single channel, a SPAD would be 

the preferred detector; however, imaging 150 channels onto a SPAD and separating the 

signals is not feasible, and purchasing multiple SPADs is not cost-effective.   An         

EM-CCD camera can be used instead to collect data from multiple channels by imaging 

the fluorescence from the illuminated row of channels to a single row of pixels on the 

detector as shown in Figure 3 (page 16).  If the fluorescence output from the transit of a 

single molecule across the illumination zone is just a small number of photons, it would 

be helpful if the camera were capable of detecting single photons.  It is not possible to 

distinguish the detection of a single photon with a conventional CCD due to the readout 

noise.  The gain of an      EM-CCD trivializes this readout noise by amplifying the 

photoelectron from a single photon to produce an output voltage that is above the readout 

noise.  However, the amplification process has statistical fluctuations. More about 

detection with the EM-CCD is presented in section 4.3. 

 

Many of this simulation‟s components are similar to those described in Chapter 2 and so 

are only briefly discussed here.  This simulation is driven by a vector of scheduled 

possible events as in previous simulations.  Diffusion and flow of molecules along the 

microchannel are simulated by use of a discrete grid in one dimension, as described in 

section 2.2. The same grid spacing of Δx = 10 nm is used, except when using a larger 

beam waist, where the grid spacing increases as Δx = ω0 / 100.  Molecular entry and 
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electrokinetic flow are also simulated as described in section 2.2, although the flow 

remains constant as there is no trapping behavior. 

 

As in the other simulations, when the molecule decays from the excited state, it has a 

chance to become excited again.  This simulation features a constant irradiance profile: 

2 22
( ) exp[ 2( ) / ]l x

y x

P
I x x x 

  
   , (24) 

where P is the laser power in the portion of the beam that intersects the single 

microchannel, δy is the width of the channel and ωx is the beam waist in the dimension 

along the length of the channel. Here, lx is the position of the center of the laser beam 

along the length of the channel.  As the illumination source is continous and not pulsed, 

the time of the next excitation for a molecule in the ground state is determined by an 

exponentially distributed random number with a mean dependent on the irradiance at the 

molecule‟s current position.  The rate of excitation is given by 

( ) ( ) /ak x I x E . (25) 

As before, a is the (one-photon) absorption cross-section and E  is the photon energy.  

 

Once a molecule is excited, it has the same decay pathways with the same probabilities 

defined in section 2.3 and shown in Figure 4.  If pathway ii is chosen, then the time of the 

photon‟s arrival tN is stored to be used later in simulating the EM-CCD.  Following a 

return to the ground state, the next excitation event is scheduled.   
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Background photons are also simulated. Just as in Section 2.2, they consist of detector 

dark counts, which for the EM-CCD are due primarily to thermally generated 

photoelectrons, and scattered light coming through the filters.  The background rate B is 

again set in simulation as dsPB  , which for our chosen parameters of                        

s = 18.75 µW
1

s
1

, d = 50 s
1

, give B = 1250 background photons per second on average 

for P = 64 W.  This level of background is consistent with experimental measurements. 

 

A SPAD detector that records the times of photon arrivals (with no noise, dead-time or 

afterpulsing) is simulated in comparison with the EM-CCD detector described in the next 

section.  The raw times of photon arrival are simulated first for the entire length of 

simulation, and then the output from an EM-CCD detector is simulated using these 

generated times. 

 

4.2 Photon Detection 

 

The EM-CCD can be operated as a conventional CCD with no gain, wherein it has 

Gaussian-distributed readout noise with root-mean-square fluctuation of σ = 6 electrons 

when operating at 1 MHz digitization rate. This noise can obscure the fluorescence signal 

if the detection bin time is short so that the number of detected photoelectrons per pixel is 

of the order of σ = 6.  Operation of the camera at 10 MHz gives a readout noise of σ = 49, 
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which thoroughly washes out detection of small numbers of photons when not using gain.  

The gain setting is discussed below.   

 

In addition to different digitization rates and gain, the camera has two different modes of 

operation. In Fast Kinetics mode, the ratio of recording time to digitization time (~ 1 ms 

to ~ 50 ms) is not favorable, as described in Chapter 1. Further, the camera‟s standard 

software only records a single set of data at a time so that custom software (e.g., in 

Labview) would have to be developed to record a series of Fast Kinetics data.  It is shown 

in the results section that the Kinetics mode has a sufficiently short bin time to detect 

single molecules, so this report focuses on that mode. The Kinetics mode features a 100% 

duty cycle.  At either digitization rate, the camera‟s pixels are continually digitized such 

that the camera may record without interruption. In this mode with the 10 MHz 

digitization rate, the minimum bin time (i.e., the exposure time before pixels are 

transferred) is 122 µs.  The lower digitization rate of 1 MHz may be used with a longer 

bin time of 1.13 ms.   

 

Gain is used to detect a fluorescence signal despite the readout noise when using the    

122 µs bin time.  For this simulation, as recommended by Basden when counting single 

photons, the gain is set to 1000 (57).  With gain on, each photoelectron is multiplied by a 

random exponential value with a mean equal to the gain setting. The gain register in an 

EM-CCD is composed of many stages, each of which provides a chance on the order of a 
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few percent of signal amplification through impact ionization, wherein one electron 

produces two.  As the number of these stages becomes large, the effective signal increase 

becomes random with an exponential distribution.  Then the random Gaussian readout 

noise is added to produce the output o(t) of the EM-CCD camera.  Here, t increases in 

discrete increments of time equal to the camera exposure time.  After this a thresholding 

technique is used to convert the gain-influenced signal to photon counts. 

 

One might expect that if gain multiplies the detected photons by 1000 on average, then 

division by 1000 would return the number of photons detected, but according to Basden 

et al. (57), once gain has been applied to the CCD detection signal, simple division of 

that signal by the gain produces extra noise.  They proposed a multi-thresholding scheme 

for detection that has been implemented in this simulation.  The cutoff threshold for 

detection of a single photon has been arbitrarily picked as 5σ of the readout noise.   

Basden‟s thresholds are shown in Table 9.  These thresholds are a consequence of the 

random nature of gain.  As described in his paper, for n incoming photons and with a 

mean gain of g, the approximate probability distribution of the detected signal is  

)!1(

)/exp(
)(

1








ng

gxx
xp

n

n

. (26) 

 

Gain in an EM-CCD is exponentially distributed and this can be seen for the n = 1 case 

of the above equation.  The full distribution was derived by convolving the n = 1 case 
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Table 9. Threshold values for photon detection 

Signal Photons detected 

< 5 σ of the dark noise 0 

< 0.71 Gain 1 

< 1.89 Gain 2 

< 2.93 Gain 3 

< 3.95 Gain 4 

< 4.96 Gain 5 

< 5.97 Gain 6 

< 6.97 Gain 7 

< 7.98 Gain 8 

< 8.98 Gain 9 

< 9.98 Gain 10 

< 11.0 Gain 11 

    n Gain n 
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with itself multiple times and then simplifying the resulting series to what is seen in   

Eqn. (26).  The author then performs another convolution of Eqn. (26) with a Poisson 

distribution for a given average light level of µ photons per pixel to receive the 

probability of getting an output x: 

 







1 !

)exp(
)(),(

n

n

n
xpxp


 , (27) 

or 

 











1

1

!)!1(

)/()/exp(
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n

nn

nng

gxgx
xp


 . (28) 

This equation yields the contents of Table 9.  As the number of photons per pixel 

increases, this method‟s results approach that of simple gain division. 

 

Although Basden‟s technique for counting photons was studied as a method for detection 

of photon bursts from single molecules with results given in the graphs below, it was 

found that for most experimental parameters, the information gained was not needed. For 

discrimination of single molecules, it was found that a matched digital filter employed on 

the un-thresholded data, rather than on the photon counts from Basden‟s technique, 

allowed for best detection efficiency.  Such a filter was used by Bunfield in his thesis to 

discern the presence of individual molecules in simulated photon bursts obtained with a 

SPAD detector (12).  For the case at hand, the binned data or signal o(t) is convolved 

with a Gaussian profile w(t) to find the filtered signal S(t).  As the molecule travels 

through the Gaussian laser profile in the channel, its fluorescence signal is expected to be 
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Gaussian in time.  Thus, a Gaussian  function with standard deviation chosen as σw = x/vF 

is used as a matched filter.  This fluorescence response of a molecule may be cut short by 

bleaching, but otherwise σw defines the filter‟s width as equal to the temporal width of the 

expected fluorescence signal.  With the digital signal defined out to 6 σw in both 

directions, S is given by 

 
12

( ) ( ) ( 6 )
t

t t

S t o t w t



 

   , for discrete t  and t . (29) 

To find a suitable threshold, S is averaged. Then, any data that crosses a threshold value 

of twice the average value of S is counted as part of a peak.  The time corresponding to 

the center of a peak is checked against the times when molecules were in the simulation 

to confirm detection. 

 

4.3 Results and Conclusions 

 

This setup with parameters given in Table 8 (page 86) yields several hundred to a few 

thousand detectable photons per molecule, which allows a molecule to be detected above 

the background. Figure 26a shows the photons emitted per molecule on average versus 

flow velocity for several values of the beam waist. At flow velocities less than                

~3 × 10
−6

 m/s, the diffusional motion of the molecule becomes dominant.  Figure 26b 

shows the same data presented in a different way, the photons emitted per molecule on 

average versus transit time tt , which is defined as the time it takes the molecule at its  
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Figure 26a.  Plot of average number of detected photons per molecule vs. flow velocity 

for several beam waists. 

 

Figure 26b.  Plot of average number of detected photons per molecule vs. transit time       

( Fxt vt 2 ) for several beam waists. 
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current velocity Fv  to move a distance equal to twice the beam waist: Fxt vt 2 .  The 

velocity that yields the most photons per molecule is not the best for high-throughput 

single-molecule detection due to increased background as discussed below.  

 

Note that for the results of Figure 26, the laser power is the same in all cases, so one 

might expect that the photon counts would be independent of beam waist, as the average 

laser intensity multiplied by the transit time is a constant. To better understand the 

behavior shown in Figure 26, in particular, the variation of photon counts with beam 

waist for slow flow velocities or long transit times, simulations were repeated with triplet 

crossing deactivated.  Figure 27a shows the photons emitted per molecule on average 

versus flow velocity and Figure 27b the photons emitted per molecule on average versus 

transit time, with all parameters except triplet crossing the same as in Figure 26.       

Figure 27a shows similar results for each beam waist, indicating that the beam waist 

dependent behavior seen in Figure 26 is due to triplet-state saturation.  Decay from the 

triplet state has a mean time of a microsecond, and this effective fluorescence dead time 

is more significant at a given velocity for a smaller beam waist, because the transit time is 

shorter than that for a larger beam waist.  Crossing to the triplet state occurs on average 

once every thousand excitations, so for swifter velocities where the average number of 

collected photons is less, a molecule is less likely to enter this state, and the performance 

for different beam waists becomes similar. 
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Figure 27a. Plot of average number of detected photons per molecule vs. flow velocity 

for several beam waists with triplet crossing deactivated. 

 

Figure 27b. Plot of average number of detected photons per molecule vs. transit time 

(2ωx/velocity) for several beam waists with triplet crossing deactivated. 
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To effectively filter the binned data, the transit time must be known, as shown in the 

previous section‟s definition of the standard deviation of the Gaussian weight function, 

σw = x/vF .  As the transit time can be experimentally determined from the ACF, a 

program was developed in MatLab for evaluating the ACF from simulated (or actual) 

camera data. Figure 28 shows that the ACF of simulated data from an        EM-CCD in 

kinetics mode has a peak with a similar width as that from an ideal SPAD detector. Note 

that the autocorrelation loses information at short time delays, because of the relatively 

slow binning time of the EM-CCD, but the width of the peak can still be found. This 

demonstrates that it is possible to obtain the transit time from the ACF.   

 

As in the work in Section 1, simulation allows observation of the molecular trajectories, 

which are not observed in experiment.  Figure 29 shows the count rate of an ideal SPAD 

detector (top), photons detected by the simulated EM-CCD as determined by the 

thresholding method of Basden (second from top), position of a molecule in the 

nanochannel (third from top), and EM-CCD data filtered by Eqn. (29) (bottom).  This 

figure shows that the EM-CCD allows for clear identification of the transit of molecules 

through the illumination region.  For the data taken for this figure, with a flow velocity of  

5 × 10
−4

 m/s and a concentration of 1 pM, every molecule was identified correctly from a 

peak in the filtered data above a preset threshold that accounts for background. Figure 30 

shows a zoomed-in view of the first single-molecule transit of this same data. 
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Figure 28. Autocorrelation functions from a dataset with flow velocity of 5 × 10
–5

 m/s   

and a beam waist of 1 µm using an ideal SPAD detector (red) and an EMCD with an 

exposure time of 122 µs. 
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Figure 29. Plots of photon count rate (top), binned photons (2nd), molecular position 

(3rd), and filtered binned photons (bottom) as functions of time. The beam waist of the 

excitation profile is 1 µm.  The count rate in the top is for an ideal detector.  The detected 

photons in the middle are those found by using the thresholding algorithm on data from a 

simulated EM-CCD camera with gain of 1000. 
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Figure 30. Plots of photon count rate (top), binned photons (2nd), molecular position 

(3rd), and filtered binned photons (bottom) as functions of time. These plots are a 

zoomed in view of the same plots presented as Figure 25.  It shows a single molecular 

detection event. 
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For slower velocities, the molecule‟s diffusional motion can cause it to move 

significantly against the flow such that it can exit and reenter the region of illumination 

and give multiple photon bursts.  Figure 31 shows two such bursts that occurred when 

using a velocity of 5 × 10
−5

 m/s and a beam waist of 5 µm.  For slower velocities, the 

filtered signal can become unclear as molecules can produce multiple photon bursts, and 

more background photons may accumulate during the molecule‟s transit through the 

excitation region.  The clarity of the signal can also be diminished at higher 

concentrations as more than one molecule may transit at the same time, resulting in 

overlapping peaks in the filtered signal.   

 

Figure 32 shows the success of detection for varying velocity.  Velocities between           

1 × 10
−4

 m/s and 7.5 × 10
−4

 m/s allow for the detection of >95% of all molecules passing 

through the device with very few false detections (<5%).  Velocities in the 10
−5

 m/s range 

allow for accurate detection of as low as 10% to as high as 50% of molecules also with 

very few false detections (<5%).  Velocities higher than 7.5 × 10
−4

 m/s will show peaks 

in the filtered signals for most molecules but also show a high number of false peaks, 

with only ~2% or less of the peaks being accurate at 5 × 10
−3

 m/s or higher velocities.   

 

The camera can be used with the 1 MHz readout rate and an exposure time per pixel of 

1.1 ms to detect >90% of molecules when using slower velocities than with the 10 MHz 

readout rate.  The velocities 5 × 10
−4

 and 1 × 10
−3

 m/s both allowed good detection, as 
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Figure 31. Plots of photon count rate (top), binned photons (2nd), molecular position 

(3rd), and filtered binned photons (bottom) as functions of time. Here the molecule 

diffuses upstream out of the region of illumination and then returns.  This case was taken 

with a beam waist of 5 µm and a flow velocity of 5 × 10
–5

 m/s. 
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Figure 32.  The blue shows the number of peaks per molecule in the filtered signal as a 

percentage.  The percentages of peaks that correctly identify a molecule are shown in red.  

This data used a 10 MHz readout rate.  Notice the cluster of in the middle between            

1 × 10
–4

 and 1 × 10
–3

 m/s.  These velocities, 2.5 × 10
–4

, 5 × 10
–4

, and 7.5 × 10
–4

 m/s, are 

the best for single-molecule detection in this device. 
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seen in Figure 33.  Gain is unnecessary for these settings, and its use does not affect 

performance.  The readout noise at this setting is 6 instead of 49 as in the 10 MHz case.  

At the exposure time of 1.1 ms used in the 1 MHz readout mode, the photon counts per 

bin are a few hundred, and the readout noise is insignificant as seen in Figure 34. 

 

In conclusion, the results of this study provide evidence that single-molecule detection in 

the multi-channel device will be not only possible but also highly accurate provided that 

the flow velocity is set appropriately for each digitization rate: ~1–7.5 × 10
−4

 m/s for     

10 MHz with gain of 1000 and between 5 × 10
−4

 and 1 × 10
−3

 m/s for 1 MHz digitization 

rate with no gain. 
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Figure 33. The blue shows the number of peaks per molecule in the filtered signal as a 

percentage.  The percentages of peaks that correctly identify a molecule are shown in red.    

This data used a 1 MHz readout rate. Best performance is found at velocities of 5 × 10
−4

 

and 1 × 10
−3

 m/s. 
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Figure 34. Plots of photon count rate (top), binned photons (2nd), molecular position 

(3rd), and filtered binned photons (bottom) as functions of time.  Here the 1 MHz readout 

rate is used with an exposure time of 1.1 ms, no gain is employed, and the flow is 5 × 

10
−4

 m/s.  The noise in the binned photons is barely visible.  All four molecules are 

successfully identified. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

Monte Carlo simulations in the research for this dissertation have established a better 

understanding of single-molecule trapping in one and two dimensions. For 1-D trapping 

in a nanochannel, quantitative agreement with prior experimental results has been 

achieved using algorithms that take variable time steps to follow many interdependent 

physical processes over disparate timescales. Details are presented in the papers in 

Appendices 1 and 2. This agreement provides validation of experiments and confidence 

in the simulation algorithms and approximations. Simulation studies over a wider range 

of parameters than that used in experiments have provided insight on methods for 

improving future 1-D trapping experiments.  

 

Similar algorithms have been applied to developing simulations for studying single-

molecule trapping in 2-D. The results of the simulations have established that it should be 

possible to use a novel illumination scheme with four laser spots arranged in a square and 

with pulse-interleaved excitation and time-gated single-photon counting to achieve stable 

single-molecule trapping. With this illumination, trapping times and photon yields are 

similar to those obtained by the conventional illumination method, which uses a single 

laser focus that scans in a circle at 40-240 MHz, obtained by use of a pair of acousto-

optic modulators. Simulations have studied both one-photon or two-photon excitation: 

Both types of trap, either square or circular, with either one- or two-photon excitation can 
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contain a single molecule until photobleaching occurs, typically several hundreds of 

milliseconds.  One of the challenges for future trapping work is exposing molecules to a 

level of irradiance and using the resulting fluorescence in such a way that tightens 

molecular containment and maintains or improves the rates of photobleaching. Future 

laboratory work will involve creating a setup to trap single fluorescently-labeled 

molecules in 2-D with the square setup, being guided by the findings of this dissertation.   

 

The algorithms developed in this research can be extended to develop simulations for 

studying single-molecule trapping in 3-D.  Both simulations and laboratory experiments 

are planned for the study of trapping in 3-D using two-photon excitation due its 

compressed excitation volume.  Molecules in nanochannels have been observed to stick 

over time, and the rate of collision with the surfaces of 1- and 2-D traps are in the 

thousands per second.  3-D trapping would provide manipulation of molecules without 

either of these undesirable effects. 

 

Similar algorithms to those used in simulating trapping in a nanochannel are also used in 

simulation of single-molecule detection with an EM-CCD camera.  It has been shown 

that good identification of molecules through use of a matched filter should be possible in 

experiment. These results are obtainable through use of a short exposure time of 122 µs 

and gain for flow velocities between 1 × 10
−4

 m/s and 7.5 × 10
−4

 m/s or by use of a        

1.1 ms exposure time with no gain and flow velocities between 5 × 10
−4

 and 1 × 10
−3

 m/s.  
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A multichannel device is currently in use in our lab to perform parallel single-molecule 

detection.  Future work will involve the creation of swifter computational techniques to 

better process the data collected from hundreds of channels.  In particular, the 

autocorrelation functions require a long time to calculate when studying long datasets 

from hundreds of channels. 
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Simulation of single-molecule trapping in a nanochannel
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Abstract. The detection and trapping of single fluorescent molecules
in solution within a nanochannel is studied using numerical simula-
tions. As optical forces are insufficient for trapping molecules much
smaller than the optical wavelength, a means for sensing a molecule’s
position along the nanochannel and adjusting electrokinetic motion to
compensate diffusion is assessed. Fluorescence excitation is provided
by two adjacently focused laser beams containing temporally inter-
leaved laser pulses. Photon detection is time-gated, and the displace-
ment of the molecule from the middle of the two foci alters the count
rates collected in the two detection channels. An algorithm for feed-
back control of the electrokinetic motion in response to the timing of
photons, to reposition the molecule back toward the middle for trap-
ping and to rapidly reload the trap after a molecule photobleaches or
escapes, is evaluated. While accommodating the limited electroki-
netic speed and the finite latency of feedback imposed by experimen-
tal hardware, the algorithm is shown to be effective for trapping fast-
diffusing single-chromophore molecules within a micron-sized
confocal region. Studies show that there is an optimum laser power
for which loss of molecules from the trap due to either photobleach-
ing or shot-noise fluctuations is minimized. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3477320�

Keywords: single molecule; fluorescence; nanochannel; trapping; spectroscopy;
simulation; diffusion; photon counting.
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1 Introduction

A single fluorescent molecule may be readily detected in a
confocal microscope, but diffusion restricts the residence time
of the molecule within the probe volume and hence limits the
maximum observation time. This paper presents Monte Carlo
simulations of the detection and trapping of a single fluores-
cent biomolecule confined to a nanochannel by use of electro-
kinetic motion for the countering of diffusion.

Enderlein first described the use of feedback to compen-
sate for diffusion to enhance observation capabilities for
single molecules.1 He proposed that confocal microscopy can
be used to track a fluorescent molecule across a spatial range
in a two-dimensional membrane. While this can also be done
with wide-field microscopy, confocal microscopy typically
provides improved signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� and allows for
observation of subnanosecond timing of fluorescence events
by use of a single-photon avalanche diode �SPAD� or photo-
multiplier �PM� detector and time-correlated single-photon
counting. This technique also has the desirable property of
being able to measure the fluorescence lifetime, but the SPAD
or PM detector provides no direct spatial information. How-
ever, a focused laser spot scanning in a circular pattern can be
used to determine spatial information and thereby perform
tracking of a molecule. The signal given by the detector will

modulate in time according to the position of the molecule,
being more constant when the molecule is near the center of
the scanning circle and more intensely modulated as it is dis-
placed from this position. If polar coordinates are used, the
intensity of the modulation gives the radial coordinate r, and
the phase of the modulation provides the angular position �
�Ref. 1�. Feedback can then be used to control a piezoelectric
translator to track the molecule so that it remains near the
middle of the circular pattern.

The technique has been extended to tracking in three di-
mensions �3-D� by use of a scanning pattern that is also
modulated in the axial direction. Berglund and Mabuchi have
tracked individual fluorescent particles by use of a scanning
laser focus with single-photon excitation.2 Two-photon ex-
periments with similar scanning patterns have been performed
by the group of Gratton.3 There is clear interest in tracking
single molecules, particularly proteins within living cells.
Levi and Gratton have done work to this end with various
probes, including colloidal gold and quantum dots.4

Quantum dots have also been tracked in 3-D using another
technique.5,6 Collected fluorescence is split at a beamsplitter
and imaged onto two sets of two adjacent optical fibers, each
connected to a separate SPAD detector. The fibers collect light
from four points arranged in a tetrahedron to provide position
information in all three spatial dimensions. A piezoelectric
translation stage controlled by feedback then provides a
means for repositioning a single quantum dot to the middle of
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the four points. This technique has enabled tracking of par-
ticles with a diffusion coefficient of �0.7 �m2 s−1.

In addition to tracking, many single-molecule studies
would benefit from trapping. For example, it is possible to
covalently bind a biomolecule of interest to a dielectric bead,
which is held with magnetic7 or optical tweezers.8 Dielectric
beads as small as 20 nm have been optically trapped, and
magnetic beads are available in sizes down to a few hundred
nanometers.9 In both cases, the effectiveness of trapping
scales with the cube of the size of the bead and a very high
magnetic field or laser power would be needed to trap a very
small bead or biomolecule. Also, the covalent binding of a
biomolecule to a substrate or bead may impair its biological
activity or otherwise alter its behavior. Hence for studies of
single biomolecules, alternative means of trapping the mol-
ecule are of interest.

Cohen and Moerner have developed the anti-Brownian
electrophoretic �ABEL� trap, which uses feedback to trap a
molecule within a thin fluidic cell with four electrodes to con-
trol electrokinetic motion in two dimensions �2-D�.10–12 They
initially used a CCD camera for the 2-D position determina-
tion. For faster temporal response and feedback, in later ex-
periments, they employed the circular-scanning focused laser
spot technique. Four electrodes provide for the electrokinetic
transport of the molecule in two dimensions, with the third
dimension being confined by the walls of the fluidic device,
which are separated by only �400 nm.

When a molecule in solution is confined to a thin volume
between two planar interfaces for trapping in 2-D, it suffers a
high rate of collisions with the surfaces �typically,
�104 collisions /s, as indicated by our Monte Carlo simula-
tions�. For applications that can tolerate such disturbances, a
1-D nanochannel trap should be equally useful but simpler to
implement and control.13

There has been increasing interest in single-molecule trap-
ping in solution.14 Also, experiments on the confinement and
detection of single molecules within nanochannels have been
reported as early as 1997.15 More recently, there have been
rapid developments in the capabilities for fabricating
nanochannels in lab-on-a-chip devices for single-biomolecule
fluorescence detection applications.16 Initial experiments on
single-molecule detection with actively controlled electroki-
netic transport of the solution within a nanochannel in a de-
vice fabricated from fused silica have been reported.13

Maximum-likelihood data analysis strategies for sensing the
position of a single molecule within a trap have also been
described.17

This paper discusses Monte Carlo computer simulations of
the successive delivery and 1-D trapping of single molecules
within a nanochannel. The simulations provide a means for
developing and testing algorithms that may be implemented in
software within a field-programmable gate array �FPGA�,
which is a part of the hardware for controlling the electroki-
netic voltages of the single-molecule trap.13 The simulation
also enables the robustness of the trap to be studied under
different experimental conditions. The goal is to trap a mol-
ecule in a nanochannel at detected photon count rates of
�105 s−1 and to rapidly replace it with a new one following
photobleaching or escape.

Monte Carlo simulations have been used for validating ex-
periments and determining feasibility limits since the first re-

ports on detection of single-chromophore molecules in
solution.18 The algorithms in early work simulated the number
of detected photons in fixed sequential time intervals and have
been used to study efficiency of detection,19 two-color coin-
cidence detection limits,20 and statistical noise in fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy.21 An algorithm for efficiently gener-
ating the time of arrival of each detected photon by use of
variable time intervals for the various physical processes was
later developed and used for detailed studies of fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy,22 including the effects of triplet
crossing and saturation.23 The Monte Carlo simulations pre-
sented in this paper use a similar algorithm with variable time
intervals for the excitation and photophysical processes to de-
termine the precise timing of each photon, which must be
known to implement trapping.

Section 2 presents details of the numerical modeling from
which the principles of the trapping procedure become evi-
dent. Section 2.1 explains the two-beam pulse-interleaved ex-
citation scheme and time-gated photon counting, which pro-
vide information about molecule position; Sec. 2.2 explains
the procedures for modeling Brownian diffusion and timed
adjustment of electrokinetic transport of molecules; Sec. 2.3
discusses the photophysical processes that molecules undergo
and how these are simulated to determine the precise timing
of events; Sec. 2.4 discusses photon detection, including pho-
todetector timing jitter, background, dead-time, and after-
pulses, as well as the recording of photon time-stamp data in
experimental format; and Sec. 2.5 presents the algorithm used
for trapping and the reloading of the trap following loss of
signal. Section 3 tabulates parameters and presents figures
that summarize the predicted behavior of the trap for different
experimental settings. Determination of statistical data from
the autocorrelation of the sequence of photons is explained,
and autocorrelation functions from simulations are compared
with those from previously reported experiments. Section 4
concludes with a summary of the major findings.

2 Numerical Modeling
2.1 Laser Excitation Profile and Time-Gated Photon

Collection
In order to determine the position of the molecule along the
nanochannel, a time-varying spatial pattern of laser irradiance
is used together with time-gated photon detection. The irradi-
ance pattern is formed by splitting the beam from a mode-
locked laser into two beams, which are then recombined at a
second beamsplitter and focused into the nanochannel at two
closely spaced points separated by an adjustable distance. The
mode-locked laser delivers picosecond pulses separated by
T=13.2 ns, and one of the two beams is delayed by T /2
=6.6 ns so that the excitation pulses at each focal spot alter-
nate in time, with 6.6 ns between the excitations.

The width and depth of the nanochannel �dy ,dz
�100 nm� are much smaller than the beam waist of each
laser spot ��0=0.5 �m�, and hence the irradiance is approxi-
mately constant through each cross section of the nanochan-
nel. The profiles for each laser spot are assumed to be Gauss-
ian along the length x of the nanochannel, and hence the total
irradiance from the series of laser pulses is given by
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I�x,t� = I1�x,t� + I2�x,t� , �1�

where

I1�x,t� =
P̄

��0
2 exp�− 2�x − x1�2/�0

2��
k

��t − kT� , �2�

I2�x,t� =
P̄

��0
2 exp�− 2�x + x1�2/�0

2��
k

��t − kT − T/2� ,

�3�

are the irradiance profiles of the left and right laser foci, and

where P̄ is the combined mean power of both laser beams,
which are equal, �0 is the beam waist of each beam, x1 is
one-half of the separation between the two laser foci, and the
temporal profile of each picosecond laser pulse is represented
as ��t�. Ideally, the separation 2x1 is set to be equal to �0, as
this provides greatest slope of the irradiance from each laser
spot at the center of the trap and hence greatest sensitivity for
position determination. With this beam separation, the total
time-averaged irradiance from the two beams is approxi-
mately constant between x=−x1 and x1, as shown in Fig. 1.
This provides the advantage that the time-averaged excitation
of a trapped molecule remains constant as it diffuses within
the bounds of the trap.

Photon detection is time-gated into two channels. Each
channel counts photons that fall within a 6.6-ns interval that
follows one set of excitation pulses at one of the two laser
foci. Fluorescence photons generated by each laser focus gen-
erally fall into the time channel corresponding to that focus.
However, if the fluorescence decay takes longer than 6.6 ns,
the released photon will be counted after the next laser pulse,
causing the photon to be registered in the incorrect time chan-
nel. Such events lead to cross talk and decreased precision in
the prediction of the molecule position. Also, the single-
photon timing error of the SPAD detector may cause a photon
to be registered in the incorrect time channel. This is modeled
by adding a random number with a distribution that approxi-
mates the SPAD impulse response function to the arrival time
of each detected photon. In the results presented in Sec. 3, this

distribution is taken to be a Gaussian with a standard devia-
tion of �=127.4 ps and a mean shift of 3�, which closely
models the experimental distribution. Figure 2 shows the his-
tograms of the time delays between photon detection events
and the laser pulses generated by a simulation of trapping in
which the fluorescence lifetime is taken to be �F=3.0 ns. In
this case, the probability for assignment of a fluorescence
photon into the incorrect time channel is �0.1. The methods
for simulation of background and detector afterpulses are dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.4.

2.2 Molecular Transport
The numerical simulation considers individual molecules be-
ing transported on a one-dimensional grid along the long axis
of the nanochannel by Brownian diffusion and also by elec-
trokinetic flow due to the voltage applied across the length of
the nanochannel. The grid must be fine compared to the size
of the laser waist in order to accurately model the level of
excitation of molecules within the focused laser beams. For
the results of Sec. 3, the waist is �0=0.5 �m, and the grid
spacing is set to 	x=.01 �m. The simulation models a
nanochannel with a length of 20 �m, which corresponds to
2L+1=2001 grid points.

Electrokinetic flow along the nanochannel is modeled by
moving all molecules one grid space in the appropriate direc-
tion at appropriate times. If the flow velocity vF is constant,
then the moves occur at regular time intervals 	tF such that

vF	tF = 
 	x . �4�

However, if the flow is adjusted during trapping, then the time
and direction of the next flow step is reevaluated. For ex-
ample, if the flow velocity is changed from vF to vF� , at a time
t� following the last flow step, then the time until the next
flow step is 	tF� such that

vFt� + vF��	tF� − t�� = 
 	x . �5�

Fig. 1 Irradiance profiles of each of the two laser beams, I1�x� and
I2�x�, and the total irradiance �dotted-dashed line� experienced by a
molecule at a position x within the nanochannel.

Fig. 2 Histograms of the timing delays �1024 channels at
12.89 ps/channel� between the pulsed laser excitation �beam 1, left�
and the detection of photons due to fluorescence from each beam
�blue and red curves�, background �green curve�, detector afterpulses
�purple curve�, and all combined �orange curve�, as collected during a
simulation of sequential single-molecule trapping for a total simulated
duration of 1000 s. �Color online only.�
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During each move, if there are any molecules on the down-
stream end point of the grid, they will leave the simulation.
Also, for each move, molecules may enter the simulation onto
the upstream end point of the grid. To model this, note that
molecules enter at random with a probability for entry for
each grid step due to flow equal to C0, the mean number of
molecules per grid point. Thus, following the start of the
simulation and whenever a molecule enters, a geometrically
distributed random number for a probability of success C0 is
retrieved �using the Intel Math Kernel Library routine
viRngGeometric� to find the number of flow steps until the
next entry. The value of C0 is given by

C0 = 103NAC	xdydz, �6�

where NA is Avogadro’s number, C is the molar concentration
of molecules in solution, and dy ,dz are the width and depth of
the nanochannel, with all lengths expressed in meters. Typical
parameter values are C=100 pM and dy =dz=10−7 m, corre-
sponding to C0=6�10−6 molecules per grid point.

Brownian diffusion is independent of the electrokinetic
flow and is modeled by Fick’s second law of diffusion in one
dimension:

��

�t
= D

�2x

�t2 � , �7�

where ��x�dx is the probability of finding a molecule within
dx of x, and D is the diffusion coefficient. With the initial
condition of a molecule starting at the origin at time t=0:

��x,t = 0� = ��x� , �8�

where ��x� is the Dirac delta function, the solution of Eq. �7�
is

��x,t�dx =
1

�2���t�
exp	 − x2

2�2�t�
dx , �9�

which is a normalized Gaussian distribution with standard de-
viation

��t� = �2Dt . �10�

To model diffusion on a grid, molecules may hop to nearby
grid points at regular time intervals 	tD. The time step for
diffusion is chosen so that the standard deviation of the
Gaussian in Eq. �9� is one grid point, i.e., ��	tD�=	x, or

	tD = �	x�2/�2D� , �11�

where ��x ,	tD�dx=exp�−x2 /2�dx /�2�. At each time step
	tD, each molecule within the simulation is moved j grid
spaces, where j is a random integer. To choose the value of j
with the appropriate Gaussian weighting, a 32-bit random
number X uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 is retrieved
and successively compared with the cumulative probability
values P�j� listed in column 3 of Table 1, beginning at the
top, until it is found to be less than the value listed for the
corresponding value of j. For example, if X=0.6753, then the
value of j is taken to be −1 because 0.62460.6753

0.8664. The values in column 3 are given by the expres-
sions in column 2, where we define

E�a� =�
0

a

exp�− x2/2�dx/�2� , �12�

and the expressions are evaluated using the error function:

erf�x� = 2E��2x� . �13�

Note that the probability to diffuse by more than six grid
spaces is less than one part in 232, and hence for the 32-bit
random numbers used here, j is between −6 and 6.

When molecules hop to new grid points, there is a chance
that some may hop off the grid and leave the simulation, but
there is an equal possibility that new molecules may diffuse
onto the grid. This is accounted for as follows: For each dif-
fusion time step 	tD, the probability that a new molecule hops
onto a point k spaces from the end of the grid is

Pk = C0�E�6.5� − E�0.5 + k��, k = 0, . . . ,5. �14�

Note that this exactly balances the probability to leave the
grid. For example, if a molecule is at a point k=4 spaces from
the end of the grid, it can escape from the grid by hopping 5
or 6 spaces, with a probability �E�5.5�−E�4.5��+ �E�6.5�
−E�5.5��. The total probability per diffusion time step P that
a new molecule enters somewhere onto the grid from either
end is found by adding the probabilities to hop to a point that
is k=0 to 5 spaces from either of the ends. This is hence given
by

Table 1 Cumulative probabilities for diffusion.

j P�j� expression P�j� value

0 2E�0.5� 0.382924922548026

1 E�0.5�+E�1.5� 0.624655260005155

−1 2E�1.5� 0.866385597462284

2 E�1.5�+E�2.5� 0.926983133405366

−2 2E�2.5� 0.987580669348448

3 E�2.5�+E�3.5� 0.993557705595188

−3 2E�3.5� 0.999534741841929

4 E�3.5�+ �4.5� 0.999763973247840

−4 2E�4.5� 0.999993204653751

5 E�4.5�+E�5.5� 0.999996583337313

−5 2E�5.5� 0.999999962020875

6 E�5.5�+E�6.5� 0.999999980970278

−6 2E�6.5� 0.999999999919680
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P = 2�
k=0

5

Pk = 2C0	6E�6.5� − �
k=0

5

E�0.5 + k�

= 0.763540130047191C0. �15�

Because molecules enter onto the grid at random at a rate
equal to P /	tD, at the start of the simulation and whenever a
new molecule enters by diffusion, a geometrically distributed
random number for a probability of a success P is retrieved to
determine the number of diffusion time steps until the next
entry. Also, a 32-bit uniform random number X is retrieved
and compared successively to the cumulative probabilities Ql
listed in Table 2 to determine the position l on the grid at
which the molecule will enter.

Note that molecules may enter or leave the simulation
from either end of the grid, but when the trap is operating,
they are more likely to enter from the left �l=−L=−1000, or
x=−1000	x� and leave from the right, because when there is
no fluorescence signal from molecules within the focused la-
ser beams, the electrokinetic flow is set to a maximum so as to
transport molecules in from the left side and out from the
right side.

Experiments in our lab13 have found that diffusion of fluo-
rescent dye molecules in a nanochannel fabricated from fused
silica is slowed by a factor of �50, in agreement with the
observations of Lyon and Nie.15 However, it is likely that this
is due to sticking of molecules to the nanochannel walls and
that avoidance of sticking by surface treatment or other means
will restore the free solution diffusion. Hence, to assess the
capability for trapping molecules that do not stick, for the
simulation results presented in Sec. 3, the diffusion coefficient
is taken to be D=2.2�10−6 cm2 s−1 �with corresponding
	tD=0.45 �s�, which is that of a small fluorescent dye mol-

ecule with a hydrodynamic radius of �1 nm freely diffusing
in solution.24 As expected, trapping is easier to achieve for
smaller values of D.

2.3 Photophysics
As shown in Fig. 3, when irradiated, a molecule can become
excited from the ground state S0 to the S1 manifold, and from
here, it may follow four possible paths. It may �i� decay back
to the ground state without the detection of a fluorescence
photon, with probability P�i� �due either to nonradiative decay
or fluorescence emission of a photon that is not detected�; or
�ii� decay back to the ground state with the detection of a
fluorescence photon, with probability P�ii�; or �iii� cross to the
triplet manifold T1 before decaying back to the ground state,
with probability P�iii�; or �iv� undergo irreversible pho-
tobleaching and be removed from subsequent photophysical
transitions, with probability P�iv�. For �i� and �ii�, relaxation
back to the ground state occurs after a random time with an
exponential distribution and mean equal to the fluorescence
lifetime �� f �3.0 ns�, whereas for �iii�, the mean is equal to
the phosphorescence lifetime ��p�1 �s�. The timing of ex-
citation events, the pathway taken after excitation, and the
time taken for relaxation to the ground state and possible pho-
ton detection are all stochastic processes that are modeled
using Monte Carlo methods.

For trapping, the position determination of the molecule is
dependent on the timing of photon detection events, which in
turn is dependent on the timing of molecular excitation
events. Two different methods have been used in the simula-
tion to model the timing of molecular excitations. In the first,
for each laser pulse �i.e., for each time step of T /2=6.6 ns�, a
uniform random number is retrieved and compared to the
probability for excitation per laser pulse for that beam to de-
termine whether that pulse causes excitation. In the second,
the waiting time until the next excitation is found as follows:
Geometrically distributed random numbers for probabilities of
success equal to the probabilities of excitation per laser pulse
for each of the two beams are retrieved to find the times at
which each beam would next give excitation, and the earlier
event is then chosen. However, if the molecule moves due to
diffusion or flow before excitation occurs, then new geometri-
cally distributed random numbers are retrieved for the excita-
tion probabilities per pulse appropriate for the new location of
the molecule. We find that the second method generates re-
sults that are the same as the first but is computationally much

Table 2 Cumulative probabilities for new entry positions.

l Ql expression Ql value

−L Q0=P0/P 0.404066599711270

L QL=Q0+P0/P 0.808133199422541

1−L Q1=QL+P1/P 0.895625174513805

L−1 QL−1=Q1+P1/P 0.983117149605069

2−L Q2=QL−1+P2/P 0.991249444832068

L−2 QL−2=Q2+P2/P 0.999381740059067

3−L Q3=QL−2+P3/P 0.999686395503419

L−3 QL−3=Q3+P3/P 0.999991050947771

4−L Q4=QL−3+P4/P 0.999995500604795

L−4 QL−4=Q4+P4/P 0.999999950261819

5−L Q5=QL−4+P5/P 0.999999975130910

L−5 QL−5=Q5+P5/P 1.000000000000000

Note: 2L+1=2001 is the number of grid points.

Fig. 3 Jablonski diagram for the decay possibilities of the molecule. S0
is the singlet ground state, S1 is the singlet excited state, and T1 is the
triplet state.
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faster, as may be expected because the mean time between
excitation events is long compared to the interval between
laser pulses T /2=6.6 ns, yet short compared to 	tF and 	tD.

For either method of simulating excitation, a molecule at
position x has a rate of excitation from each of the two beams
�b=1,2� given by

kb�x,t� = �aIb�x,t�/E�, �16�

where �a is the absorption cross section, E� is the photon
energy, and Ib�x , t� is given by Eq. �2� and �3�. The probabil-
ity for excitation for each laser pulse is thus P1

E�x�
=k1�x ,0�T and P2

E�x�=k2�x ,T /2�T for beams 1 and 2. The
values of these probabilities for each grid point may be stored
in lookup tables. For the first method, these are then used for
comparison with uniform random numbers to determine
whether excitation occurs for each laser pulse. For the second
method, these are then used to retrieve geometrically distrib-
uted random numbers for these probabilities of success to
determine when the next excitation would occur. For the re-
sults presented in Sec. 3, parameter values are �a=2
�10−16 cm2 �corresponding to a fluorophore such as Alexa

610�, E�=3.3�10−19 J, and a total laser power of P̄
=30 �W, so that the total mean excitation rate for a trapped
molecule is k1�0,0�+k2�0,T /2��2.8�106 s−1.

Once a molecule is excited, a uniform random number X is
retrieved and successively compared to the summed values of
the probabilities for the four possible relaxation pathways,
which are listed in Table 3. If X P�i�, relaxation is by path-
way �i�; otherwise, if X P�i�+ P�ii�, relaxation is by pathway
�ii�; otherwise, if X P�i�+ P�ii�+ P�iii�, relaxation is by path-
way �iii�; otherwise, relaxation is by pathway �iv�.

The most likely pathway is �i� decay to the ground state
without detection of a fluorescence photon, which occurs with
a probability of P�i�=1− P�ii�− P�iii�− P�iv� �typically, �0.95�.
This is the sum of the probability for nonradiative decay from
S1 and radiative decay with missed photon detection. The sec-
ond most likely pathway is �ii� decay to the ground state with
detection of a fluorescence photon. For a well-designed
single-molecule microscope and for the results presented in
Sec. 3, P�ii�=0.05, and in practice, it is determined by the
product of the fluorophore quantum efficiency ��0.8�, the
fluorescence collection efficiency of the microscope objective
��0.20�; the transmission of the spectral filter, objective lens,
and other optical components ��0.5�; and the photon detec-

tion efficiency of the SPAD detector ��0.65�. The third most
likely pathway is �iii� crossing to the triplet manifold, which
is taken to be P�iii�=10−3, and the least likely pathway is �iv�
photobleaching, which is taken to be P�iv�=10−5. These last
two values are typical parameters for fluorophores commonly
used in single-molecule experiments.25 For the preceding
probabilities and a mean excitation rate of 2.8�106 s−1, the
expected photon count rate is 1.4�105 s−1, and the mean
time before photobleaching is �35 ms.

2.4 Photon Detection
The desired outcome of molecular excitation is photon detec-
tion, which occurs in relaxation pathway �ii�. Whenever path-
way �i� or �ii� is chosen, a random number with exponential
distribution with mean equal to the fluorescence lifetime �F is
retrieved to find the time of decay of the molecule, as dis-
cussed in the first paragraph of Sec. 2.3. For pathway �ii�, the
detection time of the photon is then found by adding another
random number with a Gaussian distribution �with standard
deviation of �=127.4 ps and a mean of 3�, in order to model
the timing jitter of the SPAD and the setting of the time gate
of the detection electronics of the apparatus of Ref. 13�, as
discussed at the end of Sec. 2.1 and in Fig. 2.

In addition to fluorescence photons, there are background
photons due to detector dark noise �d=50 photons s−1� and
scattered light that passes through the filters �s
=50 photons �W−1 s−1�. In the results presented in Sec. 3,

the total background count rate is taken to be B=sP̄+d,

which gives 500 photons s−1 for P̄=30 �W, and background
is assumed to be random with Poissonian statistics. Hence, to
simulate background, the stochastic time of occurrence of the
next background photon is determined by retrieving an expo-
nentially distributed random number with a mean equal to the
reciprocal of the background count rate.

Whenever the simulation finds the time of occurrence for
�1� the next background photon, �2� the next flow time step,
�3� the next resetting of the flow direction during trapping, �4�
the next diffusion time step, or �5� the next photophysics
event for any of the molecules in the simulation �possible
excitation, decay without photon detection, or decay with
photon detection�, it then finds the process with the minimum
time �using the Intel Math Kernel Library routine idamin�.
The simulation proceeds with whatever process occurs first
and then generates the time for the next occurrence of that
process. In this way, independent processes are synchronized.

Whenever a photon is detected �either background or fluo-
rescence�, its time of arrival is determined by recording the
total number of laser pulses �with period T /2� since the be-
ginning of the experiment. This time-stamp tsi, or laser-pulse
count at the time of detection of the i’th photon, which is
stored as a 32-bit unsigned integer for compatibility with the
analysis routines for the experiments of Ref. 13, is either even
or odd, depending on whether the photon detection follows a
laser pulse to the left or right of the center of the trap. Thus,
time-gated photon detection may be achieved by sorting pho-
tons based on the value of the least significant bit of the time-
stamp.

Note also that the SPAD detector has a dead time of
�40 ns, during which it is unresponsive. This is modeled by

Table 3 Relaxation pathway probabilities.

Path Mechanism Probability

i Singlet decay
without photon
detection

P�i�=1−P�ii�
−P�iii�−P�iv�

ii Singlet decay with
photon detection

P�ii�=0.05

iii Triplet crossing P�iii�=10−3

iv Photobleaching P�iv�=10−5
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ignoring a photon if it follows another by less than the SPAD
dead time. Also, for each photon detected, there is a 0.5%
probability that the SPAD detector will experience an after-
pulse, in which case, another photon detection event will oc-
cur a random time later with an exponential distribution with
a mean of �100 ns �Ref. 26�. These processes are also in-
cluded in the simulation and affect the shape of the autocor-
relation function for small delays, but they have been found to
not significantly affect the performance of the trapping for the
parameters of Sec. 3.

2.5 Trapping

Each time a photon is detected, a routine is entered for adjust-
ment of the electrokinetic flow in order to achieve rapid de-
livery and trapping of individual molecules. A significant pur-
pose of the simulation is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
algorithm used by this routine when subject to restrictions
imposed by the experimental hardware. The main constraint is
that the maximum electrokinetic flow speed is limited, and for
most of the results of Sec. 3, it is taken to be vF

max

=2 �m /ms, which corresponds to 	tF=5 �s. In the appara-
tus of Ref. 13, it is possible to apply a potential of 10 V
across a 200-�m-long nanochannel to achieve a field of 5
�104 V /m, whereas electrokinetic speeds of single mol-
ecules in capillaries are estimated to be in the range of
2 to 6 �m /ms for similar fields.27 In the 2-D, ABEL trap, a
maximum electrokinetic speed of 3 �m /ms has been re-
ported. Also, another potential constraint is that there is a
delay or latency for adjustment of the flow due to the response
time of the FPGA electronics and the switching time of the
voltage applied to the nanochannel. For the apparatus of Ref.
13, the latency is 	tL=6 �s, which is comparable to 	tF, and
as expected, this has been found to not significantly affect
trapping. Nevertheless, to study the effects of latency, when-
ever the algorithm makes an adjustment to the flow velocity
�and hence to the flow time step 	tF�, the change is scheduled
to occur with a time delay of 	tL. As presented in Sec. 3, the
performance of the trap degrades significantly if the latency is
increased beyond �100 �s. The algorithm makes adjust-
ments to the flow velocity, and hence the time of the next flow
step based on the values of the time-stamps tsi of the last N
detected photons. For the results of Sec. 3, we have taken N
=6, in accord with the experiments of Ref. 13. Figure 4 shows
a flowchart of the algorithm, which is explained in the follow-
ing. A similar algorithm is programmed into the FPGA used in
the experiments of Ref. 13, but in this case, the latency is not
added in the algorithm, as it is already present in the electron-
ics.

Before a molecule is transported into the laser foci so as to
emit fluorescence photons, only background photons are de-
tected. At this time, the electrokinetic flow is set to the maxi-
mum value vF

max until the observed fluorescence signal is
found to be above the background level. To make this deter-
mination with fast response, the difference between the last
photon time-stamp and the one just two photons earlier must
be shorter than a preset threshold time th, i.e.,

tsi − tsi−2  th, �17�

where the threshold time is taken to be th=1 / �5BT�
=30,303, corresponding to a count rate of 2.5 times the back-
ground level. Although in principle it would be possible to use
a longer threshold time, it is found that small variations of the
threshold produce no perceptible difference in the perfor-
mance of the trapping. Also, in experiments, the background
may not be known accurately or may vary, and hence a lower
threshold time is more suitable.

Once the photon signal is above the background level, it is
assumed that a molecule has been transported into the detec-
tion zone, so after the latency delay 	tL, the flow is adjusted
to zero. Then, after N−3 more photons are detected and after
the latency delay 	tL, the flow is adjusted to a value depen-
dent on the numbers of the last N photons that are from each
of the two laser beams. As before, each photon time-stamp is
odd or even depending on whether the photon is more likely
to originate from fluorescence excitation from the left or right
laser focus. If more of the last N photons have an odd �even�
time-stamp, the molecule is assumed to be to the left �right� of
the center of the trap, and the algorithm then schedules the
flow to be to the right �left� with the maximum flow speed
vF

max. If the numbers of odd and even time-stamps are equal,
the algorithm then schedules the flow to be zero. The flow
velocity is maintained until after the next scheduled change,
which occurs 	tL after the next detected photon. For a fluo-
rescence count rate of �105 photons /s, the mean time be-
tween photons is �10 �s, and in this time, the molecule will
be moved by flow only �0.02 �m and so should remain

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the trapping algorithm.
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within the trapping region, which is �0.5 �m �2x1� in length.
Also, during initial entry of a molecule into the trap, the flow
is set to zero until a time 	tL after N−3 more photons are
accumulated. The mean time for detection of N−3 photons is
�10�N−3� �s, and in this time, the root-mean-square dis-
tance that a molecule diffuses is �0.2�N−3�1/2 �m, or
�0.36 �m, so it is unlikely that the molecule diffuses
through the trapping region in this time. Also, triplet blinking
does not significantly increase the chances of escape from the
trap, as the triplet decay time ��1 �s� is shorter than the
mean time between photons ��10 �s�. If escape from the
trap occurs due to statistical fluctuations, it is most likely due
to a series of incorrect estimates for the direction of applied
electrokinetic flow.

If the signal level decreases to the level of the background
so that the condition in Eq. �17� is not true, then it is likely
that that the molecule has bleached or has escaped from the
trap, but it is also possible that this may occur due to statisti-
cal fluctuations. To avoid ejecting a molecule from the trap
because of such fluctuations, the flow velocity is set to zero,
and the condition in Eq. �17� must be false S=5 times in
succession before the algorithm steps out of the trapping loop
and sets vF=vF

max until the next molecule is loaded into the
trap. The inclusion of this period of time with flow velocity
set to zero following loss of signal and of multiple testing
before reloading is found to reduce the probability for escape
and to provide an opportunity for recapture if there is escape
�as discussed with Fig. 5�.

3 Results and Discussion
Table 4 summarizes the typical values of the parameters used
in the simulations presented in this section. A simulation of a
1000-s experiment, including collation of statistical and diag-
nostic information, executes within �120 s on a 2.3-GHz
Dual-Core Pentium PC. Thus, repeated execution of the pro-

gram allows one to optimize experimentally adjustable pa-
rameters such as the laser power, to easily modify experimen-
tally fixed parameters to study limitations imposed by
processes such as detector dead time, background, pho-
tobleaching, triplet kinetics, and control latency, and also to
view information that would not be readily available in an
experiment, such as the trajectory and photophysical state of
each molecule.

Figure 5 presents an example of the photon count rate R�t�
and the positions x�t� of molecules during operation of the
trapping algorithm with parameters from Table 4, during a
0.3-s interval from time t=104.2 s to 104.5 s. The count rate
shown in the figure is updated with each detected photon
time-stamp but is averaged over only the last N=6 detected
photons: R�tsi�=N / ��T /2��tsi− tsi−N��. Hence, it exhibits
considerable statistical fluctuations and so is plotted on a
semilogarithmic scale. During the selected 0.3-s interval, in-
dividual molecules are brought into the detection volume by
the electrokinetic flow and are trapped, but in this particular
slice of data, several unusual occurrences are also seen. After
the first molecule �in Fig. 5� is carried in by flow, the count
rate increases to �105 s−1, and the molecule is trapped. Then,
the count rate suddenly dips and the signal falls below thresh-
old, i.e., Eq. �17� fails, as the molecule escapes the trap �data
shown within black rectangles in Fig. 5�.

The inset in Fig. 5 shows an expansion of the trajectory
data around this time of escape. The red dashed lines are the
positions of the centers of the two laser foci, between which
the molecule is to be trapped. The direction of the electroki-

Fig. 5 Example of the total photon count rate R�t� �first plot, red�, and
molecule trajectories x�t� �second plot�; �position given in units of grid
spaces, 	x=0.01 �m� during a simulation of trapping using param-
eters in Table 4. A small section of the trajectory data is expanded in
the inset. The red dashed lines indicate the centers of the laser foci
�x= ±0.25 �m�. The lower plot in the inset shows the changes to the
flow direction imposed by the trapping algorithm during the same
time. �Color online only.�

Table 4 Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Laser power P̄ 30 �W

Beam waist �0 0.5 �m

Laser foci separation 2x1 0.5 �m

Laser wavelength � 610 nm

Laser pulse spacing T/2 6.6 ns

Absorption cross section �a 2�10−16 cm2

Fluorescence lifetime �f 3.0 ns

Triplet lifetime �p 1.0 �s

Grid resolution 	x 0.01 �m

Grid length 2L	x 20 �m

Diffusion coefficient D 220 �m2/s

Maximum speed �F
max 2.0 �m/ms

Background count rate B 500/s

Concentration C 100 pM

Feedback latency 	tL 6 �s
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netic flow, which is determined by the trapping algorithm
from the difference in the numbers of the last N=6 photons
that have odd and even time-stamps, is also shown in the
inset. Note that at the time of escape, the flow is set in the
incorrect direction. After the escape, the flow is set to zero
and the molecule fortunately diffuses back into the excitation
region and is trapped once again, as the algorithm reactivates
switching of the flow direction in response to the difference in
odd and even photon time-stamps. By comparing the two
plots in the inset, one can see how the flow is adjusted to
recenter the molecule, albeit with considerable error due to
the shot noise from the low number of photons used for analy-
sis. For example, near the end of the data in the inset, the
molecule position is x�+40	x and the flow velocity is
mostly vF=−vF

max, which is in the correct direction to bring
the molecule back to the center. However, during simulations
of experiments of 1000-s duration, due to shot noise, the frac-
tion of the time that the electrokinetic velocity is in the incor-
rect direction is found to be �0.25. Also, molecules often
pass beyond the region between the centers of the two laser
foci, and the fraction of molecules that permanently escape
the trap and leave the simulation before photobleaching is
found to be �0.17.

In the second plot of Fig. 5, it is shown that the first mol-
ecule photobleaches at the point where the green line changes
to orange. Soon after this point, the flow is switched to zero
and the photobleached molecule diffuses freely for a brief
time, but the count rate does not recover and hence the algo-
rithm then switches the flow velocity to vF=+vF

max, so the
photobleached molecule is transported in the positive direc-
tion out of the simulation. Approximately 0.1 s later, a second
molecule, shown by a light blue trajectory, is transported by
the flow into the detection volume and is subsequently
trapped. While the flow direction is alternating to hold this
molecule trapped, a third molecule, shown by a purple trajec-
tory, diffuses into the simulation volume. By chance, at t
�104.47 s, this diffuses into the laser foci, and the count rate
approximately doubles �although this is difficult to discern on
the logarithmic scale�. The algorithm responds to the counts
from both molecules but cannot keep two independently dif-
fusing molecules at the center of the trap. By chance, the third
molecule diffuses away, and the second molecule remains
trapped for a short while later, and then it too escapes from
the trap and diffuses away.

The study of simulated trajectory data such as that in Fig.
5 can provide insight on the effectiveness and/or the causes of
failings of the trapping algorithm and thereby lead to more
complicated algorithms with improved performance. Experi-
ments cannot provide such detailed data, but they do provide
statistical information about the trap performance from the
normalized autocorrelation function g��� of the stream of de-
tected photons.13 The amplitude and width of this function
provide information about the mean number and residency
time of molecules within the detection volume. The ampli-
tudes, widths, shapes, and trends of the autocorrelation func-
tions from the experimental runs presented in Ref. 13 are
consistent with those generated by simulations, as presented
in the following.

Figure 6 presents g��� for simulated experiments of
1000-s duration with parameters given in Table 4 but with

different latency delays of the feedback for the trap, decreas-
ing down to 	tL=6�10−6 s, which is that of the electronics
used in Ref. 13. Also shown are the plots of g��� for the cases
of no trapping with �1� free diffusion, and �2� a constant elec-
trokinetic flow at vF=+vF

max. The change in shape and de-
crease in the width of g��� between these two curves are
consistent with the experimental results shown in Figs. 14 and
15 of Ref. 13. For all these plots, g��� is obtained directly
from the sequence of time-stamps of detected photons by use
of a separate software correlator program written in
LabView,22 which is also used in the analysis of experimental
data. For a latency delay of 	tL=1�10−2 s, the autocorrela-
tion function is almost identical to that of the constant flow
case, meaning that the trapping behavior is completely bro-
ken. On the other hand, for a latency of 	tL=6�10−6 s, the
width of the autocorrelation is extended beyond that of free
diffusion, out to a width of about 35 ms, the mean time before
photobleaching calculated at the end of Sec. 2.3, indicating
that the trap is working. For a latency of 	tL=6�10−5 s, the
autocorrelation is almost the same, but when the latency is
increased to 	tL=6�10−4 s, the trap begins to fail, as the
autocorrelation now contains both the trapped and constant
flow components. There is also a fluctuation at a delay time of
�6�10−4 s, due to molecules being driven out and then back
into the detection volume by the electrokinetic flow.

For all the plots in Fig. 6, there is structure for time delays
less than �10−6 s, also seen in experimental g���, due to
detector dead time and afterpulses. If the values for these
parameters are altered in simulations, the structure also
changes. Beyond these features, at a time delay of �10−5 s,

the amplitude of the shoulder gives an indication of N̄, the
mean number of molecules within the detection volume dur-
ing the course of the simulated experiment. In the fluores-
cence correlation spectroscopy �FCS� literature, the amplitude

is usually taken to be inversely proportional to N̄, although it
is also proportional to �1−B /S�2, where S /B is the signal-
to-background ratio.22 One would normally expect the ampli-

tudes for free diffusion and constant flow to be the same, as N̄
is the same �as C0 molecules per grid point given in Eq. �6� is

the same�. However, for free diffusion, N̄ has large fluctua-
tions due to molecular shot noise, even for a run time of
1000 s. If the simulation is run with different random number

Fig. 6 Autocorrelation functions for a laser power of P̄=30 �W for
free diffusion �D, blue� and for constant electrokinetic flow �F, green�
and for trapping for a range of values for the feedback latency from
1�10−2 s to 6�10−6 s. �Color online only.�
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seeds, the number of photon bursts from single molecules and
the amplitude of g��� varies considerably from run to run
�13.2, 17.8, 23.9, 18.3, 20.1, …�. This is not the case for flow
or trapping, as the number of molecules that pass through the
volume is much larger, so the molecular shot noise becomes
negligible. Also, for free diffusion, triplet crossing and pho-
tobleaching reduce the signal-to-background ratio, and this
reduces the amplitude of the autocorrelation function. All of
these features can be easily observed by running the simula-
tion with different parameters, and they explain why the am-
plitude for flow is greater than that of the one plot shown for
diffusion. In contrast, when the trap is operating, the reduction
in the amplitude of g��� from that of constant flow is found to

be because trapping effectively increases N̄. The occupancy N̄
increases, because soon after each molecule photobleaches or
escapes from the detection volume, the flow is switched to
quickly bring in the next molecule. A similar increase in width
and reduction in amplitude of g��� when the trap is turned on
is observed in experiments reported in Fig. 17 of Ref. 13. The
simulations provide supporting evidence that the changes seen
in the experiments are due to effective trapping and rapid
replacement of molecules, which effectively increases the
mean molecular occupancy within the confocal probe region.

Figure 7 presents g��� obtained from a study of the effects
of laser power on the trapping. For reference, plots corre-
sponding to no trapping with free diffusion and with a con-
stant electrokinetic flow are also included. It is found that
there is an optimum laser power of �30 �W �plot shown in
red�, which produces the longest mean residence time �great-

est width of g���� and the largest molecular occupancy N̄
�smallest amplitude of g����. This is about the same value of
laser power that was found to be optimal for the experiments
presented in Ref. 13. If the laser power is adjusted between
�20 �W and �40 �W, the performance of the trap deterio-
rates only slightly from that at 30 �W. However, as the laser
power is increased beyond �40 �W, photobleaching be-
comes more significant, so the mean residence time and the
molecular occupancy are decreased �width of g��� decreases
and amplitude increases�. Similarly, as the laser power is de-
creased below �20 �W, the rate of fluorescence photons
falls, shot noise becomes more significant, more molecules

escape due to shot noise fluctuations, and the mean residence
time and the molecular occupancy are decreased.

As the laser power is adjusted, in addition to the changes
in the experimentally measureable autocorrelation, the inset of
Fig. 7 shows that there are changes in the mean concentration
of molecules in the detection volume. This would be difficult
to directly measure experimentally but is easily obtained in
the simulation by accumulating a histogram of molecular po-
sitions for each diffusion time step 	tD. For constant flow, the
concentration profile is constant at a value of C0=6�10−6

molecules per grid point, whereas for diffusion, the profile
exhibits molecular shot noise and varies spatially and from
run to run around this value. When the trap is operating, the
concentration profile has a peak at the origin, which is clearly
visible in the graph. Note that the laser power of 30 �W
produces the tightest and tallest profile, with a peak of �7
�10−4 molecules per grid point, which is equivalent to a
concentration increase by over a factor of 100.

Some statistical data from the latency and laser power
studies of Figs. 6 and 7 are shown in Fig. 8. In the simulation,
one can follow each molecule individually to gather statistical
information, such as the number of fluorescence photons that
are detected from that molecule and the time between entry
and exit from the detection volume. Figure 8 plots the mean
occupancy time and the mean number of photons collected
from each molecule against the laser power or the latency.
This figure demonstrates again that a power of 30 �W pro-
vides the longest occupancy time. Higher laser powers result
in collection of a similar number of photons, but within a
shorter occupancy time, due to faster photobleaching. The fig-
ure also demonstrates that for a laser power of 30 �W, the
trapping is effective if the latency is below �1�10−4 s. In
comparison, the mean time for acquisition of N=6 photons
required by the algorithm is �4.3�10−5 s, and the mean
time to diffuse out of the detection region is �6�10−4 s.

A study of the effects of power imbalance between the two
laser beams was conducted using simulations. If there is a
power imbalance of between about +20% �i.e., 12 �W and
18 �W� and −5% �i.e., 15.75 �W and 14.25 �W�, the trap-

Fig. 7 Autocorrelation functions for free diffusion �D, blue� and for
constant electrokinetic flow �F, green�, each at a laser power of P̄
=30 �W, and for trapping for a range of laser powers from
5 �W to 100 �W, all with feedback latency of 6�10−6 s. The inset
shows the mean number of molecules per grid point �	x=0.01 �m�
under the same conditions. �Color online only.�

Fig. 8 Effect of laser power and latency of feedback on the trapping
performance. The red curves show the mean number of photons de-
tected �photons� before the molecule photobleaches or escapes versus
latency �solid line, bottom scale� and versus power P̄ �dashed line, top
scale�. The blue curves show the mean time that a molecule remains
in the trap �trap occupancy time� versus latency �solid line� and power
�dashed line�. �Color online only.�
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ping is still effective in that the autocorrelation function and
the statistics of the trapping time remain the same, but the
center of the trap shifts slightly, as may be seen in the con-
centration profiles in Fig. 9. However, if the imbalance is
higher, molecules escape from the low power end, and the
trap is less effective. If a molecule escapes to the left, the
trapping algorithm switches on the flow to reload the trap, and
the molecule is brought back to the center and retrapped.
Hence, an improvement in trapping statistics is found if the
downstream laser beam has slightly higher power.

As discussed at the end of Sec. 2.1 �Fig. 2�, good trapping
depends on effective time-gated photon detection, and one
expects temporal cross talk to increase and the trapping to
become poor if the fluorescence lifetime of the molecule is
long compared to the 6.6-ns interval between laser pulses.
This is indeed the case, as seen in Fig. 10, which shows the
mean number of photons and the mean trapping time per mol-
ecule as a function of fluorescence lifetime, and also the frac-
tion of photons that have incorrect timing �odd time-stamp
instead of even, or vice versa� as a function of fluorescence
lifetime. The trapping performance deteriorates if the fluores-
cence lifetime is longer than about 3 ns. Also, simulations
have verified the experimental finding that good trapping is
dependent on correct timing delays �cable lengths�—i.e., the
mean shift of 3� discussed at the end of Sec. 2.1 must be
correctly set within the range of about −0.5 ns to +1.0 ns, as
seen in the inset of Fig. 10, which is for a fluorescence life-
time of 3 ns.

Simulations indicate that the trapping is predicted to be
effective for a wide range of sample concentrations from
1 pM up to �0.1 nM, but as the concentration increases,
trapped molecules are increasingly displaced by others that
diffuse into the trap, as described with Fig. 5 �see top figure
labeled “two molecules in trap”�. This is especially the case
for concentrations �1 nM or if photostability is improved. In
an experiment that uses a concentration �1 nM, it would be
difficult to determine whether extended photon bursts are due
to trapping of single molecules with enhanced photostability
or to trapping of a series of molecules in succession. Also, as
mentioned at the end of Sec. 2.2, simulations find that for a

smaller value of diffusion D, trapping is more easily achieved,
i.e., parameters such as the fluorescence lifetime or timing
delay may be varied over a wider range while still maintain-
ing effective trapping.

The simulation results presented so far have assumed that
an electrokinetic flow of vF

max=2 �m /ms is achieved for the
maximum applied voltage. This value was varied to study the
predicted effectiveness of the trap for molecules with different
electrokinetic mobilities. The autocorrelation width, which
measures the mean residence time of molecules in the trap,
remains about the same for values of vF

max from
1 to 3 �m /ms, while the amplitude decreases with vF

max, as
might be expected for faster reloading of the trap, which in-
creases the mean occupancy of the trap. However, for vF

max

=0.5 �m /ms or lower, the autocorrelation width decreases as
escape from the trap increases. The same applies also for
vF

max=4 �m /ms or higher, due to overcompensation of
Brownian diffusion, and in this case, improved performance
might be expected from a more sophisticated trapping algo-
rithm that applies corrective voltages for limited time dura-
tions, so that molecules are not transported out of the trap in
the time between photons.

4 Conclusions
The results show that single-molecule trapping in a nanochan-
nel by control of electrokinetic flow to counteract Brownian
diffusion is feasible for an experimental setup. A simple con-
trol algorithm that uses the timing of detected photons to de-
termine adjustments of the flow for trapping is evaluated.
While accommodating the limitations of a maximum electro-
kinetic flow of about vF

max=2 �m /ms and a mean count rate
of �1.4�105 photons s−1 from a molecule at the center of
the detection volume, it is possible to hold a small rapidly
diffusing molecule within a micron-sized confocal probe re-
gion for a prolonged time, usually until photobleaching oc-
curs. The trap is robust in that it is possible to rapidly reload
and trap a sequence of individual molecules over a broad

Fig. 9 Time-averaged concentration profile of trapped molecules or
the mean number of molecules per grid point �	x=0.01 �m� for dif-
ferent values of laser powers ��W� of the two beams. The inset shows
the irradiance profile for a +20% power imbalance, i.e., 12 �W and
18 �W.

Fig. 10 Effect of fluorescence lifetime on the trapping performance.
The red curve shows the mean number of photons detected �photons�
before the molecule photobleaches or escapes, the blue curve shows
the mean time that a molecule remains in the trap �trap occupancy
time�, and the green curve shows the percentage of fluorescence pho-
tons that have incorrect timing �incorrect timing percentage�. The in-
set shows the effect of an incorrect timing delay on the trapping per-
formance for a fluorescence lifetime of 3 ns. �Color online only.�
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range of experimentally achievable parameters. Studies with
the simulation show that the anticipated latency of the control
does not hinder performance and that trapping should be
achievable provided the latency is below �100 �s.

By examination of the autocorrelation function of detected
photons and collation of statistical data from individual mol-
ecules, it is found that there is a most favorable laser excita-
tion power ��30 �W� for which the performance of the trap
is optimum. If the laser power is reduced �50% below this
point so that the fluorescence signal falls below �7
�104 photons s−1, then the possibility of escape due to pho-
ton shot-noise fluctuations increases, and the trap begins to
fail. Similarly, if the laser power is increased by �50% above
this point, the rate of photobleaching increases so that the
occupancy time of molecules within the trap is reduced, al-
though the mean number of photons detected from each mol-
ecule is retained. The trap performance would improve if the
rate of photobleaching were decreased, for example, by addi-
tion of oxygen scavengers to the solution. In preliminary ex-
periments, molecules in nanochannels appear to have im-
proved photostability compared to those in microchannels or
in bulk solution.13

The algorithms for simulating single-molecule detection
reported in this paper are applicable to a wide variety of ex-
periments, including studies of molecular interactions for
high-throughput screening.28 An extension of the simulation
to study trapping with two-photon excitation and also trapping
in three dimensions is under way. The approach involves use
of four laser foci arranged in a tetrahedron to provide 3-D
spatial information and also four electrodes arranged in a tet-
rahedron to provide 3-D electrokinetic motion.17
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ABSTRACT 

A microfluidic device has been developed wherein single molecules in solution are electrokinetically transported along a 
nanochannel. The nanochannel is irradiated by two adjacently focused laser beams so that the timing of fluorescence 
photons induced by each beam indicates the position of a molecule along the nanochannel. This is then used to actively 
control the electrokinetic flow, so that the molecule may be held within the confocal volume for a prolonged time and 
then rapidly replaced following photobleaching or completion of the single-molecule measurement. Here we focus on 
Monte Carlo computer simulations of the physical processes that occur during the delivery and trapping. The simulations 
help in understanding the constraints imposed by experimental limitations, such as the latency of feedback, the 
maximum achievable speed of electrokinetic flow, and photophysical processes such as triplet crossing and 
photobleaching. They also aid in evaluating the effects of shot noise and photon timing error and in predicting optimum 
experimental operating parameters. Studies indicate that the 6 μs latency of feedback in our experiments is well below 
that required for stable trapping (~100 μs); for small freely diffusing molecules, a limited flow speed of ~2 μm/ms can 
result in ~10–20 % of molecules escaping before they photobleach; there is an optimum laser power of ~30–40 μW that 
provides a sufficient rate of fluorescence photons for trapping while reducing loss due to photobleaching; an increase in 
the spacing between the beams or increase in relative power of the down-stream beam increases the trapping time.  
 
Keywords: Single-molecule, nanochannel, electrokinetic trapping, Monte Carlo simulation, fluorescence spectroscopy, 
photon counting, pulse-interleaved excitation, nanofluidics  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The detection of single fluorescently labeled biomolecules in solution, such as proteins and antibodies, has become vital 
to the study of biophysical processes on the molecular level. Impressive progress has been made in the field [1] since the 
first measurements two decades ago [2]. Single-molecule detection is often achieved by photon burst detection within a 
confocal fluorescence microscope as this technique can provide a sub-femtoliter excitation volume to achieve signal-to-
noise that is superior to that from wide-field imaging; however, for studies in solution, the molecules rapidly diffuse 
through the focal region. Tethering of molecules to a surface or to a bead is not always possible or desirable as it can 
alter stereochemical access and molecular interaction behavior. Therefore, a means of constraining the molecule of 
interest to a small volume is needed, in addition to methods for opposing Brownian motion and controlling the motion 
and environment of the molecule.  

Optical trapping is not suitable for use with a molecule much smaller than ~ 100 nm as it requires intense irradiance that 
can cause heating or photodamage. As an alternative, Cohen and Moerner have developed the Anti-Brownian 
Electrokinetic (ABEL) trap, in which the solution is constrained between fused silica surfaces with sub-micron spacing, 
and the observed Brownian motion in the plane of the fluid sample is countered by a two-dimensional electrokinetic 
motion, which results from adjustment of voltages at four electrodes surrounding the probe region [4]. When a molecule 
in solution is confined to a thin volume between two planar interfaces for trapping in 2-D, it suffers a high rate of 
collisions with the surfaces [4]. For molecular applications that can tolerate such disturbances, a 1-D trap should be 
equally useful, because the collision rate is not significantly increased by confinement of the molecule to a one-
dimensional channel of similar dimensions. A 1-D nanochannel also has the advantage of being easily adaptable to 
adjustment of the flow for rapid replacement of a molecule following photobleaching or completion of the single-
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molecule measurement. Hence electrokinetic trapping within a nanochannel offers a means for prolonged studies of 
conformational changes and interactions and for rapidly collecting statistical information from a succession of many 
individuals. 

Various techniques for creation of well-defined nanofluidic networks have been demonstrated since the early 1990’s 
[5,6], and excellent reviews on different methods for fabrication of nanochannels, fluidic transport, and applications have 
been published in recent years [7–10]. Nanoscale features are becoming an important component in modern lab-on-a-
chip technologies for interrogating single molecules [11]. Nanofluidic structures have been fabricated from transparent 
materials for use as a platform for fluorescence studies of single biomolecules [12]. The nanochannel constrains the 
solution within a small volume, and voltages applied across the ends of the channels can electrokinetically control the 
transport of the molecules along the channels [13,14]. 

There has been increasing interest in single-molecule trapping in solution [15]. Our group has reported initial 
experiments on single-molecule detection with actively controlled electrokinetic transport of the solution within a 
nanochannel in a device fabricated from fused silica [16]. We have also described maximum-likelihood data analysis 
strategies for sensing the position of a single molecule within a trap [17] and for single emitter localization in 3-D to sub-
diffraction precision [18].  

The present paper focuses on results from Monte Carlo computer simulations of our experiments in Ref. [16] on the 
successive delivery and 1-D trapping of single molecules within a nanochannel. Numerical algorithms of the simulations 
and results for trapping fast diffusing molecules are detailed in Ref. [19].  The simulations have been helpful in 
validating our experimental results to date and are being used to guide future experiments. They provide a means for 
developing and testing algorithms that may be implemented in software within a field programmable gate array (FPGA), 
which is a part of the hardware for controlling the electrokinetic voltages of the single-molecule trap. The simulation 
also enables the robustness of the trap to be studied under different experimental conditions. The use of Monte Carlo 
simulations for validating experiments and determining feasibility limits was described in the first reports on the 
detection of single-chromophore molecules in solution [2]. Later simulations have been used to study efficiency of 
detection [20], two-color coincidence detection limits [21], and the efficiency of neural network analysis for 
distinguishing single molecules with different spectroscopic properties [22].  

Section 2 presents an overview of the experiments and results. Section 3 discusses the important features of the 
simulations and explains the principles of key parts of the algorithms. Algorithms for trapping are discussed in Section 4.  
Section 5 presents results of the simulations and Section 6 presents conclusions. 

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
The nanochannels and microfluidic device are 
fabricated by reactive ion etching of fused silica 
wafers by standard photolithographic methods, 
as discussed in Ref. [23]. Images of the 
microfluidic device and nanochannels during 
their construction are shown in Figure 1.  Figure 
1(a) shows an optical microscope image of the 
two V-shaped microchannels, which connect 2 
sets of 2 reservoirs with laser-drilled vias. The 
two microchannels are connected by a number 
of nanochannels, seen during construction in the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in 
Figure 1(b). The nanochannels are etched to a 
depth of ~100 nm and are protected by a layer 
of photoresist during etching of the ~2-micron 
deep microchannels, hence there are nanoscale 
structures protruding into the microchannels. A 
dual-beam focused ion beam/SEM was used to 
mill a cross-section of a nanochannel of a 
bonded device, which is shown in Figure 1(c). 

5 mm

10 μm

unbonded Dual Beam FIB/SEM

5 mm5 mm

10 μm

unbonded

10 μm

unbonded Dual Beam FIB/SEM

 

Figure 1: Optical and scanning electron microscope images of the 
microchannels and nanochannels. 

(b) (c) 

(a) 
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The chip, which is ~1 cm × 5.5 cm, is mounted between acrylic and aluminum blocks, with o-rings sealing connections 
to the fluidic inputs, and is positioned on the stage of a custom-built single-molecule microscope, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Photon burst detection of single molecules may be accomplished within a microchannel or a nanochannel. Figure 3 
illustrates  that  the  width of  the autocorrelation function,  which  is  a  measure  of  the  mean  residence time of  molecules 

 

► D is slowed x ~50

Width               
= mean            

residence time

Amplitude 
∝ 1/N

mean occupancy

Two-beam excitation

 
Figure 3: Photon bursts and normalized autocorrelation function form a solution of Streptavin-Alexa 610 within a nanochannel.

 

Figure 2: Photographs of the experimental set-up: The single-molecule microscope is at the front of the optical table; the 
microfluidic device mounted on the stage of the microscope is at top left; a photo of the V-shaped microchannels is at top 
right; an intensified-CCD image of the two laser beams focused along a nanochannel is at bottom left. 
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within the confocal volume, is increased when observing 
molecules in a nanochannel as compared to a microchannel, 
indicating that the diffusion coefficient is slowed by a factor 
of about 50. This is in concurrence with the observations of 
others [24]. When a constant voltage is applied across the 
nanochannel, the autocorrelation function displays a reduced 
width as a result of molecules being electrokinetically 
transported through the confocal volume. 

Trapping of a single molecule is achieved by activating a 
program within a field programmable gate array (FPGA) 
circuit, which actively controls the electrokinetic voltage. 
When the trap is turned on, the width of the autocorrelation 
function broadens considerably, as shown in Figure 4. Also, 
the amplitude of the autocorrelation function decreases 
slightly, indicative of a higher mean occupancy of the 
confocal volume, as one would expect if a new molecule is 
rapidly loaded into the trap as soon as the previous one 
photobleaches.  

3. TRAPPING ALGORITHMS  

The algorithm for the FPGA program applies a voltage proportional to the difference between the numbers of photons in 
each of the two time channels corresponding to each laser focus, as illustrated in Figure 5 (V=6(R−3)). As shown in 
Figure 4, this algorithm successfully extends the residence time of molecules that have slowed diffusion. A possible 
contributing factor for slowed diffusion is that molecules stick to the walls of the nanochannel, as the experiments find 
that background from immobile molecules increases over the course of several hours [16]. Sticking and slow down of 
diffusion could possibly be avoided by surface treatments and future experiments will investigate trapping of small 
freely diffusing molecules in treated nanochannels.  

The use of our simulations described below has determined that trapping 
would be more effective if the FPGA program were to use an alternate 
algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure 6. This algorithm applies the 
maximum voltage to return a molecule to the center of the trap with the 
maximum possible electrokinetic velocity ( max

Fv± ), which is estimated to be 
~2 μm/ms [19]. The results of the simulations presented below in Section 5 
consider this alternate trapping algorithm. 

 

Figure 4: The autocorrelation functions obtained under 
conditions of free diffusion (blue) and active trapping (red). 

Figure 5: The FPGA is clocked synchronous to the pulse-interleaved laser 
excitation and programmed with an algorithm shown at lower right so as to provide 
the voltage levels for the electrokinetic transport of molecules along the 
nanochannel. 

Figure 6: Alternate trapping algorithm, 
which applies the maximum possible 
electrokinetic velocity to compensate for 
diffusion.  
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4 SIMULATION ALGORITHMS  

In this section, a description of features of the algorithms used in the simulation code is given. Complete details of the 
simulation algorithms and of the equations used to describe all the physical processes are reported in Ref. [19].  

An important factor in creating a useful program is ensuring sufficient speed for repeated execution through many 
different sets of parameters for long periods of time so as to gather statistically meaningful results. For trapping, the 
precise timing of each detected photon must be generated by the simulation, as the trapping algorithm begins by sorting 
photons into channels on the basis of their timing. This requires an approach different from that used in early simulations 
of single-molecule detection, where the code used random-number calls to generate the numbers of detected photons in 
subsequent time bins, rather than the timing of each photon.  

To address the challenge of developing a fast 
algorithm that generates precise timing of each 
photon, in the parts of the code that model the 
photophysics, time is treated as a real continuous 
variable, rather than being incremented in discrete 
steps. Appropriately distributed random numbers 
are used to find the waiting times from one 
photophysical event to the next. For example, after 
a molecule is excited, if it decays with detection of 
a fluorescence photon, one fetches an exponentially 
distributed random real number with mean equal to 
the fluorescence lifetime XEXP(τF) to determine 
when the molecule returns to the ground state. To 
determine the time of detection of the photon, 
another random number with a Gaussian 
distribution is added to account for the timing jitter of the detector. As another example, as illustrated in Figure 7(a), if 
there is a molecule in the ground state at a given location in the nanochannel, one evaluates (or looks up) the 
probabilities P1 and P2 that the molecule would be excited by the next pulse in beam 1 or beam 2. One could fetch a 
uniformly distributed random real number XU to test if it is less than P1, then fetch another XU to test if it is less than P2, 
and keep repeating this until success is achieved, wherein the molecule becomes excited. However, it is statistically 
equivalent and much more efficient to generate two geometrically distributed random integers with probabilities of 
success P1 and P2, IG(P1) and IG(P2), as shown in Figure 7(b), then check which random integer is smaller to determine 
the number of laser pulses that one must wait for the molecule to become excited. Note however, that if the molecule 
moves to a new location with different P1 or P2 before excitation occurs, then one must revaluate the integers IG(P1) and 
IG (P2) and repeat the test. We use the Intel Math Kernel Library routine viRngGeometric to fetch geometrically 
distributed random numbers and similar routines for other distributions. We find that the code runs much faster when 
recompiled with the 2010 Intel compiler compared to Microsoft C/C++ Visual Studio 2008. 

To model molecular transport along the nanochannel, 
we consider molecules localized to a 1-D grid, which is 
fine compared to the size of the focused laser beams.  As 
shown in Figure 8, for constant electrokinetic flow (top 
of Figure 8), each molecule jumps to the next point on 
the grid at fixed time intervals of   FF vxt /Δ=Δ , where 

xΔ is the grid spacing and Fv is the flow velocity. To 
model Brownian diffusion, each molecule jumps to a 
randomly selected nearby point at fixed time intervals of 

)2/(2 DxtD Δ=Δ , where D is the diffusion coefficient 
(middle of Figure 8). Molecules may jump off the end of 
the grid in a number of different ways (left end of 
middle of Figure 8), and hence to exactly compensate and maintain a constant concentration outside of the trapping 
region, a new molecule is introduced to a random point near the end of the grid at waiting intervals that are 
geometrically distributed random integers multiplied by DtΔ . Details are discussed in Ref. [19]. In modeling trapping 
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(bottom of Figure 8), the time and direction of the next flow step are re-evaluated whenever the flow velocity is changed. 
For example, if the flow velocity is changed from Fv to Fv′  at a time t′  following the last flow time-step, then the time 
until the next flow step is Ft′Δ  such that xtvttv FFF Δ±=′+′−′Δ′ )( . 
The overall simulation algorithm must synchronize the various physical processes 
that occur in the experiment. Whenever the time is reached for occurrence of a 
process, the simulation evaluates the waiting time until the next occurrence of that 
particular process. It then finds which process occurs next by using the Intel Math 
Kernal Library routine idamin to find the process with the minimum time, as 
illustrated schematically in Figure 9.  
 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulations under the conditions of the experiments with slowed diffusion (D = 4.4 × 10−8 cm2 s−1) indicate that trapping 
of single molecules is readily achievable and leads to results by and large consistent with experimental findings. Figures 
10–13 show the autocorrelation functions (on left) and photon bursts (on right) that are obtained from analysis of binary 
files of photon time stamps created by simulations by use of the LabView “Correlator.vi” program used in experiments. 
 

 

Trapping

100 s

D = 2.2 × 10−6 cm2 s−1
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Figure 13: Simulation results for trapping with fast diffusion. 
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Figure 12: Simulation results for controlled flow for trapping. 
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Figure 11: Simulation results for transport by steady flow. 
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Figure 10: Simulation results for transport by diffusion only. 
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Figure 10 shows the results from a simulation of 5000 s (1 hr 23 min) of experimental data collection for transport by 
diffusion only with a sample concentration of 1 nM. Due to the relatively slow transport of molecules and low 
concentration, photon bursts are seen from only ~30 molecules (~0.006 per second) and results vary from run to run due 
to molecular shot noise. The autocorrelation has a width of ~10−2 s, in agreement with experimental results of Figure 4.  

Figure 11 shows that when a steady electrokinetic flow of Fv = 2 μm/ms is applied, molecules are swiftly transported 
through the confocal volume to yield ~12 photon bursts per second and an autocorrelation function with a truncated 
width of < 10−3 s, in agreement with experimental results given in Ref. [16]. Note that in the photon burst plot (right of 
Figure 11) the photon count rate sometimes spikes higher as molecules sometimes overlap in the detection volume.  

Figure 12 shows the results of trapping under the same conditions. There are ~8 photon bursts per second. The 
autocorrelation width increases and the amplitude decreases from that of constant flow because trapping causes the mean 
occupancy of the confocal volume to increase. The width of the autocorrelation and the rate of new molecules depends 
on the photobleaching quantum efficiency (here 10−5). The increased width of the experimental autocorrelation shown in 
Figure 4 suggests that the photostability of molecules in a nanochannel is increased from that in bulk solution. However, 
note that long photon bursts also result when the concentration is sufficiently high that molecules overlap within the trap. 

Figure 13 shows results of trapping fast diffusing molecules with D = 2.2 × 10−6 cm2 s−1. To reduce the probability of 
molecules overlapping in the trap, the concentration is reduced to 0.1 nM.  

Further simulation studies on the trapping of fast diffusing molecules are reported in detail in Ref. [19] and have 
investigated the effects of (a) the delay or latency in the adjustment of flow, (b) the laser power, (c) the fluorescence 
lifetime of the emitter, (d) timing shift due to cable delays, (e) detector afterpulsing, dead-time, and background, and (f) 
mismatch of laser power between the two beams. Detailed statistical information on individual molecules, such as the 
time in the trap and number of photons detected per molecule, as well as ensemble behavior exhibited by the 
autocorrelation function and the time-averaged molecular concentration profile within the trap are reported. Conclusions 
from these studies for fast diffusing molecules include that triplet crossing, background counts, detector dead time and 
afterpulses do not hinder trapping; the 6 μs latency of feedback in our experiments is well below that required for stable 
trapping (~100 μs); the maximum flow speed of ~2 μm/ms presents a limitation that results in ~10–20 % of molecules 
escaping before they photobleach; there is an optimum laser power of ~30–40 μW that provides a sufficient rate of 
fluorescence photons for trapping while reducing loss due to photobleaching; the probability of escape from the trap 
before photobleaching greatly increases if the fluorescence lifetime of the emitter is more than ~3–4 ns or if the timing 
delay is not set within the range of −0.5 to +1.0 ns from the correct setting. (For slowed diffusion, the trap remains 
effective even for a fluorescence lifetime of ~100 ns and for a wider range of timing delays of about −1.0 to +2.5 ns.) 

In supplement to the results of Ref. [19], Figure 14 shows the effects of varying the separation between the laser foci. 
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Figure 14: Effect of variation of the relative separation of the two laser spots, where 1.0 corresponds to a spacing equal to the 
beam waist (0.5 μm). (a) Intensity profiles; (b) Time-averaged concentration profiles within the trap; (c) Autocorrelation functions. 
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The intensity profile (Figure 14 (a)) has a flat top when the laser foci are separated by a distance equal to the beam waist, 
so the fluorescence excitation does not vary as the position of the molecule in the trap fluctuates. If the separation 
between the foci is increased, the size of the trap and the mean concentration of molecules in the trap increase (Figure 14 
(b)), but the autocorrelation function develops a bump due to a fluctuating fluorescence signal from trapped molecules 
diffusing between the two laser foci.  

Figure 15 shows there is a similar effect if there is a power imbalance between the two laser foci. As discussed in Ref. 
[19], it is possible to slightly increase the mean concentration of molecules in the trap by use of a higher power for the 
downstream laser beam (curves for 13.5 & 16.5 μW and 12 & 18 μW in Figure 15(a)), because molecules that escape 
through the lower power beam are returned when the flow reloads the trap. However, the autocorrelation develops a 
slight bump (Figure 15(b)) due to the fluctuating fluorescence as molecules diffuse within and in and out of the trap. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Fluorescently labeled biomolecules in solution, such as proteins and antibodies, may be individually detected in a 
confocal microscope, but Brownian diffusion limits the observation time for spectroscopic measurements and hinders the 
controlled sampling of large numbers of molecules. To address these issues, we have developed 100 nm cross-section 
nanochannels in fused silica and a means for actively controlling the electrokinetic transport of the solution within the 
nanochannel to achieve trapping of a single molecule within two overlapping focused laser spots, as well as rapid 
replacement following photobleaching. This paper focuses on Monte Carlo computer simulations of the processes that 
occur during the detection, delivery and trapping. The simulations incorporate algorithms that specify the precise timing 
of each detected photon, as is needed for implementing the trapping algorithms. Initial experiments have observed a slow 
down in diffusion by ~50, possibly due to molecules sticking. Simulations under these conditions indicate that trapping 
is easily achieved over a wide range of experimental parameters. In addition to validating prior experiments, simulations 
can help guide future experiments. For faster diffusion and for a limited electrokinetic speed of ~2 μm/ms, trapping is 
found to be achievable if the latency of feedback is less than ~100 μs, if the fluorescence lifetime of the emitter is less 
than ~3–4 ns, and if the total laser power is within the range of  ~20–40 μW. Longer trapping times can be obtained by 
increasing the separation between the two laser foci or increasing the relative power of the down-stream laser spot, 
although the excitation profile then becomes spatially varying, leading to fluctuations in the fluorescence signal. 
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Figure 15: Effect of variation of power balance between the two laser spots. (a) Time-averaged concentration profiles within the 
trap; (b) Autocorrelation functions. 
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